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INTRODUCTION

The produc ti on of' coal is a high ly corrpet i ti ve
business, both in the trade
f'uels.

anc.

with other competitive

Becaus e of competition, and in order that

the coal mines could still produce fuels at a cost
comparable to other fuels, a complete revolution so
far as loading methods are concerned has occurred in
the past few years in many of the coal mines of the
Unit ed Stat es, ane. most partie ularly in those mines
that are located in wm.t is generally known as the
central competitive field.

It is true that with one

or two exceptions, no similar change has been rmde as
to methods of working, ro om and pillar extra cti on being
still the general rule as it has been for the past
decade.

Future development will likely be away from

this system as long face and block systems of extraction are develop ed.
However, in loading methods the

cha~e

has been

complete, from hand loading basis to machine load ing,
and from contract work to gang or crew work on loading
machines on a day basi s, wit h a cons equen t c ool1lge of
supervising personnel and supervising problems.
During the hand loading regime, the supervising
problem was reduc ed to a minimum, as 8O~ of the
(1 )

Il'E

n

employed were on tonnage retes, their earnings depending on their own efforts, and conse<luently the force of
mine discipline and production could be maintained on
this basis.
Haulage operati ons were pus hed, not only by the
mine management, but also by the pressure of th e loaders
whose demand for a faster turn. or more cars was a
constant incentive to the haulage crews.
this indirect supervisi on affecte d every
operation.

Similarly,
0

ther mine

Track, timbering, ventilation, coal prepara-

tion: all these affected the diggers' earnings and were
matters of keen con.cern, not only to the oper'a1ting
manageroont, but also to the men

emplo~d.

With the introduction of' coal loading machinery,
these condit iOlllS have been remedi ed.

In mst mines

the transi ti on f'rom piece work to hourly pay has been
complete.

Every man below is still drawing pay, no

matter what happens, until the hoist if' off for the
day.

Thus, any loss in tonnage will do more damage

to costs than before.

Skilled wcrkmanshi.p is no

longer awarded by increased eamings; the man doing
only en ough work to pass the requirements of the
bos s r ecei ved as much pay for hi s ef:forts as the superior

(2 )

workman who, through better warkmenship and unselfish
cooperet ion, is wi lline to do his best.
The cerryil)€ over of the difference in ratio
of pay between company men ane loac_ers in the mechanical scale has edso produced a conai ti on that impairs the
cant inue d efficient d evelopmoo t of a working force.
In hand loading, the earnings of the dif ferent classes
of ern;ployees were somewmt e<loolized by the securing
of idle-day work by the cOI@any men.

This type of

work was preferred by many and actually reCluired more
skilled men than di d load ing, especially af ter the
introduction of the cutting machine into common use.
In the eerly days of coal mining, when solid
shooting and pick work was the universal practice, the
miner at the face was of necessity the most skilled
man in the mine, and conseCluently, was given the highest rate of pay.

During this time, the mines became

organized, ,and the rate differentials became more or
less fixed between the different classes of wcrk, although with the common adopti on of the cut ting mrehine,
the condit ions changed as to the skill re cpired by a
miner.

In the progress of mechanization, these conditions still holo. true to some extent, and in the
future, promotion of efficient wockrnen is going to'
tned toward inef"ficiency in mine operations.

All

face work, even routine operations that require little
or no skill, are better paid than the track, haulage
and timber work.

Becaus e of this, there is a

constant effort of the better men to get into the
higher classes of labor with a consequent sUffering
of the efficiency of these other groups.

Thus, be-

cause of mechani:z.ation, the

rew~rds

initi ative have been lost.

On account of the holding

of individual

over of the wage difference of loaders and com};any
men, the face jobs are more desirable, and there is a
consequen t im;P8.irmen t of haulage and track efficiency.
Supervising has also become a.n increased problem resulting
in the breaking up of the mine into small sections, ee.ch
under a bos s who is responsibl.e for all the work in his
section.

This is a modern mechanical mine; each secti on

boss might be said to be in charge of a small mine to
it self.

Vent ila tion 8l!11d :main line haulage is under the

direction of supervision of the mine foreman; the production

-4-

of coal ~ direct i on a f the crews, an d maintaining s af et y
and working effici eney falls on the bos ses a t the fa.ce.
Because of these conditions, the knowledge and
skill a face boss must have today is far be

~nd

that

required of even a mine foreman in hand-loading Cays.
The care of material, the direction of the working
force, the care and maintenance of equi:r:ment, the provisions for the safety of the men:

all these are prob-

lems re quiring the be st of a boss' efforts.
these

factors~

Beca use of

the maintenance of a constant tonnage

today rests almost directly on the section foreman.
With this in mind, the following material has
been prepared from the viel/point of the face boes
rather than from t hit of
manage r.

8.

superintendent or mine

In mechan i cal loading, as in every

0

tb. er

endeavor, the production of a successful tormage results
not so much from the efficient manipulatio n of the
loading machine as from the careful planning of all
preparatory steps.

-5-

In the following pages are given the practices

that have been proven necessary to the successful
managemen.t of a s ecti on.
Most of the procedures are standard in the region
but are largely unwritten.

In their compilation, the

author has endeavored to select those of widest use
and of most practical applicati on.

(6)

CHAPTER I

General Managanen t

0

f a Secti on

In the prevention of del ays and the proper manage-

ment of a section, the problem

of assembling and caring

for material and tools is no small one, and is one of
the biggest sources of waste in the industry today.
Props, X bars, ties of wood and steel, rails ,spikes,
track and trolley frogs, switches, Imchine bits, oil,
grease, brattice lumber, brattice cloth, explosives,
repair parts, tape, light bulbs, and many other items
are needed each day on a loading.

Unless a correct sys-

tem of handling and storage has been worked out, much
waste and confusion will result.
Material is usually delivered on night shift in
order not to interfere with coal traffic during the
day.

It is then delivered to

e~ch

section by motor.

In ordering material, a face boss should carefully
design.ate the place of deli very.

Timbers and rails

should be unloaded at places easily accessible to
timbermen and

trackla~rs,

and at the same time clear

of the track so that a man IOOving a machine may not
be caught by them.

11 good system in ordering material

{7}

is to have a regulation card on which is given the
size, length, amount, and place to be delivered.
New material is usually obtained by means of a
requisition made out by the face boss and O.K. 'd by
the mine bos s.

Each section should have a good

storage shanty built in a central location where all
small material can be kept under lock and issued by
the face foreman.

Complete first-aid material smuld

also be kept in each panel and checked each

~ek

for

renewals.
Electrical ps.rts and repair parts are usually
under the care of the chief electrician, and centrally
located st orage places should be provided under the
care of the repair man assigned to that part or the
mine.

These repair stations should be kept clean

and well lighted, and all :parts separated in bins and
classified.

.A list

0

f

parts to be

k~t

on hand at

each station should be made and as any :parts are
issued, others secured from the general repair stop
to replace them.
In st arting a job, a c'aref'ul estimate should be
made of the material needed.

Too much should not be

ordered, incurring needless exp:mse in delivery, tying
up of materials, useless rehandling, and possible

(8)

waste.

Neither should there be a smrtage of material:

causing an unnecessary expense in collectine or hunting
for material to finish a job.

Handl i ng Men:
It has been said that the ability to handle men
is innate and not acquired.

Whether this is true or not,

there are certain recognizable principles that smuld
be followed by every men entrusted with a supervisory
job.

All collective enterprises reCluire a leader,

and it is easier to lead than to drive.

No sUfBr-

visor should address a man in a way that he would
resent if he were so addressed.

Fairness and firmness

are the keynotes of a management, and a strict adherence should be made to roth.

A far"eman should be

well acquainted with the amount and Cluali ty of work
each man can perform.

.All m.terial smuld be assembled

for a job, the place prepared properly, and the work
carefully explaine d before it is c omrtlenced.

The

foreman has failed in his own job if he assigns a man
to a job who do es not thoroughly understand i t aDd
is then

bla~d

is it is not correctly done.

A lot of difficulties can be overcome by careful
explanations of the jobs ahead.
(9 }

ttj:tILth:t:s procedure, a

job will generally be done tight the first time and
the occurrence of patch work will be eliminated.

A

foreman should never start a group of men on a job
until he is absolutely sure of what is to be done.
Best results are secured if the job is started ahead
of time with a small crew.

By doing this, a rush

job will not have to be done, which in the need of
haste call.s for too large a crew.

In loading-machine

operation., the foreman shoulcl. outline the course of the
day's work to the men of the crew at the beginning of
the shift.

The loading machine operator smuld be

given the order of the places to be loaded that day,
and the tracklayers, machine men, and dri llers s h::>uld
also be gi ve n thi s info mat ion.

Places should be

loaded out, cut and drilled in as near rotatio n as
possible, and all work should be systEmatized.
The usual mistake made'is in too much supervision
of men and not enough attention to preparation..

This

applies to all coal mine activity, both production
and construction.
Grea t care should be used in organizing a loadi ng
crew so that men are selected who will get along

(10)

together.

Often there are men who, good fellows by

themselves, cannot or will not get along with others.
These mBn should be separated and placed so that they
may work in harmonious conditions.
Face Management:
A face boss should revisi t each working place
frequently during the shift and check work while it
is in progress, so that corrections can be made if
necessary before the job is complet ed.

Hefore an y

job is completed, the men should be fiven instructions
when the next work is to be done.

A face boss

should not rush blindly from place to place, trying
to increase his effectiveness by the number of times
he visits each place.

One careful examination of

a

room is worth a hal f- dozen bl ind vi sits.
A foreman in visiting a place should and keep in
mind the following things:

condition of air at the

face; cleanliness of face; proper

s~uaring-u:p

of face;

distance from face to the last X cut; con.di.tion of
the top; proper timbering; correct sights and width;
amount of bottom coal; proper laying of track for
next operation; availability of props, ties and rails;
proper cutting, drilling and shoot iug of place; amount
of coal it shot.

A good faee boss can describe ell
(11)

these points from.memory after he has made his first
examination at the start of the shift.

In gaseous mines,

a face bos s sho uld carry hi s 1 amp at all ti me sand
make frequent examinations.

Top on the haulage roads

should be examined, and all men: should be constantly
coached to examine the top whenever they go into a
place and at frequent intervals.
Haulage:.
The number of cars should be secured on a section
at the s tart of the shift and the proper number arranged
for.

If too many

CA.rS

they wi 11 be in the way

are collected in a section,
0

f the 1 oadi ng machi ne,

cutting machine, drill, etc., causing lost time by
blocking and motor sm tching.

'1'00

many cars in one

section also cause a shortage in some other section,
resulti~g

in more lost time.

A carefUl estimate

should be made of the aIIDunt of coal per hour the
machine wi 11 load am a haulage sc:te dul e arranged accordingly.

As a rule, service roo tors should have

right or way over picking-up or swing motors, and
main-line motors have the right of way over both the
others.

(12)

A face boss should keep extra shovels, picks,
axes, saws, track wrenches and other necessary tools
at his shanty and exchange any tools that become
dull or broken.

The replacement and provisio n of

sharp picks is usually a vexatious one· on any loading
machine section and one that is usually neglected.
No one can be expected to have an interest in his
job or do good work when reouired to work with dull
or broken tools.
A face
th e safety
equipment.

bOES'
0 ~

first consideration should be for

hi s men and the care

0

f rna chin ery an d

tf these things are provided for, a good

pro ducti on will

naturall y follow.

A study of the

safety and tonnage records of any group of mines will
show that a mine having a good safety record will
also have a good tonnage record.

Proper preparation

is the keynote of success of both.
There are many improper and unsafe methods in
coal mining and there are as many ways to prevent them.
A systematic method of thl1bering should be adhered
to.

A

systematic method of examining the to p ahead

of the loading machine by the face boss and a timberman should be adopted and all crews should be coached
to constantly examine for bad top.

Care should be

taken that switches are'"blocked when a preparation

(IZ)

crew is working in a room 1n

0

Mer that a car may not

run in upon them.
All dangerously overhanging faces ehould be cared
for and no man should be requested to
he is afraid of.

~ork

in a place

In loading out a place where the

toY) is heavy, the face boss should stay conf:tently
with his crew to see that enough safety

nro~s

are set.

Strict and immediate attention should be given to
complaints made by men under the face boss's supervi sion.

Possl ble hazards are corrected in thi s manner

and also many worthwhile suggestions are secured.

A

face boss, especially one with two or more loading
units in, hie charge, is not always able to get around
to his working places as often

8S

he should and any

suggestions should be taken in the spirit given.
boss should always show his

ap~reciation

A

to every man

who makes a safety suggestion or any suggestion that
will enable the VJork to be done easier or better.
Any man who is employed by a company should feel
he has an interest in that company.

If the company

prospers, he will benefit by increased earnings
and better working c ondi ti ons, while if the reverse
is true, all men employed will suffer.
Mine managers, face bo sses and me n employed
should cooperate in fairness and in honesty.

There

is nothing more disagreeable than that a person be
employe d in a mj ne in any cap 8 ci ty where there is
friction in the operatinf: staff.

Loyalty and honesty

are the two things prized above all others in an
employee) and e foremEtn should try and cuI tiva te
these 'winning qualities by fair dealine;, cooperating
'.\1i th his men, by carefully planning th e ir work, by
encouraging them to talk of their v:ork, by careful
consideration and acceptance of their suggestions an d
by meeting and handling his problems instead of
attempting to pass the buck.

(15 )

CHAP':2ER I I

Reports

In outlinlng reporte an attemlit has been .made
to assemble the correct practical and economical
ideas set forth in various reports and time sheets.
The re:9ort.s ane. time sheets of any operating COtLpany
furnishes those vital statistics from which the measure of operating efficiency is secured.

The clearer

operating reports and cost sheets are kept, the more
carefully operating costs can be analyzed and needless expense eliminated.
The followine; outline gives, the various reports
necessary and the general function of each.

(1)

Necessity oJ. Reports to Office
The bookkeeping department must get the

necessary reports from all othe'r departments so too t
th ey may dete rmine th e co st of production, opera ting
expense, payrolls and all statistics necessary for the
making of Federal and state reports.

(2)

Necessity of Reports to Mine Manager
The reports of section foremen, firebos ses,

repairmen an(1 night bosses, furnisb a basis for the
mine manager to efficiently direct the working faces,
as modern mechanIcal mining is too com-plex for the mine
manager to give every phase of operation his immediate.

supervision.
(3) •

Necessity of RepoT'ts to Supe rint endent.

The superintendent must largely rely on reports
to keep him informed as to working details and to enabl e him to direct the management both top and bottom.
(4).

Necessity of Reports to the Repair Department.

Full and clear reports are necesssry for the
repa ir Clepartment in order that th ey may ke ep all
eQuipment in best operating condition and also that
the causes leading to breakdowns I!l8.y be detected and
el imina ted.
(5).

Kinds of Reports Kept.

The first of the following reports shows a
suggested form for use in reporting a daily operation
on a loading panel.
Following it in Fig. 2 is a mechanical report made
by the face bas s to the ma ster me chani c of a JOY loading operation, showing the chief delay causes and a
sui table place for aadi tional inform ti on.

This

should be supplemented by a report for the repairman
on that section to the rna ster mechanic.
Figure 3 is a face preparation report used on
a double shift machine to eliminate tight coal and
insure better preparation.

In addition to this

report, the foreman on ef.'ch sh ift leaves a detailed

(17 )

wri tten report giving the location of loader, cutting
machine, drill and track tools.

He also gives a re-

port of the places cut and shot and any other helpful
details.
Figures 4 and 5 show samples of material recuisitions and Figure 6 shows the report turned in by
the crew deli vering supplie s and a similar report is
kept on all material delivered.
Figure 7 shows & daily fire boss's
mine superintandent, and Figure 8
distr1but1onTe~ort made

sho~s

repo~t

to the

a labor

by the mine manager to the

superintendent.
These are bu t a few of the o";Jerating re:r;>orts made
in the man&gement of a !1'lechanicel mjne and il'J. addition
to these are the time sheets and time books kept by
each boss.

The reports shown were &11 taken from

mines operating in the state and probably as many
different varieties

co~ld

be secured as there are

opeT'ations, but it would be found if all the se were
examined that. each had been designed. to "rive informa tion necessary for efficient operati)n.
Mistake s in Making Reports and Time
In making any report special attention should be
paid to legibility and
writing and blurred

cleanlines~.

fig~~es

(18)

Careless hand-

will often mean delays

and mistakes.

The spelling should be correct.

The

few words that e.re us ed in and around t he mine in
making reports are comnon, everyday words, end everyone should familiarize hi!11self wi th their spelling.
Abbreviations should not be used, as abbreviations
that might be clear to the man using them would not
be clear or I)erfectly 1 egibl e to anyone else.

Ex-

treme c are should also be us ed as to correctness and
sp ecifi c information should be gi ven in all rep 0 rts ,
either verbal or written.
If check numbers are used and time books and
time she et s are kep t, the c he ck numbers sho uld be
entered in the time book in nUJl:Erical order.

Time

books and time sheets should be checked to be sure that
the number on time book and time sheet agree.

Nam'es

should. also be entered in the time books along with
the check numer, and correct names insteac. of nicknames should be used.

Care should be taken that all

rates are entered properly and that all men are paid
the rate specified by their work.
rates turned in by a boss wi 11

~

Mistakes mooe in
flect directly back

to the boss, and such mistakes create ill feeling
between the foreman and employees.

(19)

UlGT BOSS :?El1FCRi,:ANCE & DELAY REPORT

Loade r Eo •..,,Cuts Loaded
Cars
"
No. PIa ces Drillei
iJo. TimbeT's set

....;Loco • No ~ach. No.
Places Cu t
P01,',/ier Ueed

Fig. 1

Da te-:-Section
Shi ft Pl. Shot

_

'-----

Are C\.ll places
Time

~roper ly

1 hr

2 hr

t imcered--Yes_1:Jo
3 hr

4 hI'

5 hr

_

6 llr

7 hr Total

Cars loaded
2)elay s

UNIT BOSS ::ECH.ANICAL REPORT
Mine No.

-----Fisr. 2

LOADING

~1t;.CHINE

CUTTING

Loading head~
_
Front conveyor,
_
Rear
tf
Hydraulic system~
__
4 ',:ay va 1 ve
Control Yal-Y-e-------------Cable
Contr-o"-:;'l""o:;l-e-r-----------

~.~CHINE

Controller
Chain
-------Rope s,
_
Cable
Clu t c , . . . h - - - - - - - Rerra rks

_

Locm.10TIVE
Oil used on day shift
Gal.

Controller
_
Reel
Cabl'-e---------

DRILL

Boxings
Post

Brake s
Remarks

Gun,~------------_
Dri
Ils
_
Remarks
_
Total time lost

Total time los t

(20)

_
_

FACE PRE:!?ARATION REPORT
Fig. 3
Foreman: --:-----.=-:---."......,----To Foreman: --=----:-:-:--:-':"""""
Day
Night
Day
Night
Date:

-------------------------Ronms

Panel

Entry

Imuurities in
-- Cuttings

Drilling Powder Charge
Not Dusted, Gripped cuts.

Tif'TI t Coal
Caused by

state what in your opJnion cf-used the poor preparation.

Excessive Fine

~oal

Give Your opinion of cause and suggest
action necessary to improve prepara tlon, on:

Note:

This report must be given to the foreman fo1l-

owing you on shift, and. by him to his mine foreman.

(21)

REQ)JI SITI O~: FOR EXPLOSIVES

Fig. 4

DATE- - - - - - -Loader No. - - - - Deliver to
section

Powder
On.
Vian ted
h5.nd

On
Hand

Fuse
i;;an ted

Cap s
On
v1anted
Hand

INSTRUCTIONS FO T-i ORJEEIIJG
DO NOT order 0 UE::lllt i ti es in excess of aveil abl e sto:rege.
SPECIFY "DovJder on hE.nd in terms of full and "!Jert boxes.
SPECIIT fuse on hand in terms of full and D8rt coils.
SPEC::::FY cap s by actual number of caps on be, nd.
ONLY room bos~es shall reQuisition explosives.
ORDEP~D

ry--------A~PRO~~D- - - -

REC"UISITIOii FOR r.:;'.TERIi.LS
DATE

Loader No.

------~

Deliver to
section

Frons
On
hand

~van ted

-----

Ties
Rails
On
'vv·an ted On
"Ianted
hand
hand

INSTR.UCTIONS FOR ORDERING
DO NOT order in excess of actual needs.
SPECIFY all loose props in place props are ordered for.
SPECI:::-~Y type of ties and all nu..."TI.ber of 811 type9 of
ties in place ties are ordered for.
SPECIFY entire number of loose curve and strai ph t
rails on hend in the section.
ORDERED BY

(22)

--,-~AP.,., ROV}~D

_

Fig. 6
I.1A ':7E:::-a.n.L- - - -SUPPLY- - - - REPORT
Date

_

Location
SUlmlies
Put In
- '.
Loader Ho. P
i

e
k
S

D
r B
i i
1 t
1 s

0
i
1

P

Sunp1ies
Taken Out
.. .

,.

~~

j',.

J".l.

a
c B

i

w
d

h i
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If a man works at more than one job in one day,
calling for a different classification, care should be
taken that these classifications are entered on the books
properl y.

Ir a man is transferre d from one sect ion to

another, it is a good idea to give him e written slip
showing how many hours he has worked for the first boss,
in order that the second. boss may carry the balance of
time on his time sheet amd thus avoid any chance of
duplic ation or error.
Co st s:

Many section foremen keep a cost sheet of their
own section, showing the average v.eight of car loaded,
the averege tons per man shift, and the average tons
per pound of powder us ed.

In figuring the aver age weight

of each car loaded, the total weight dumped is divided
by the total number or cers.

In figuring tons per man.

shifts, the total man shifts worked on any panel during
the month is kept, and also a record of the tonnage dumped.
The tot al tonnage dumped is then divided by the to tal number of man shir ts to gi ve the tons per man shi ft.

The

tons per pound of powder may be secu red for the month or
for each place by dividing the tons l.oaded by the pounds
of powder us eo..

The tons per man shift wi 11 vary

widely in different mines, but the tons per pound
(25)

of powder will fall in somewhat ne.rrower range,
running about 6 or 7 tons to a pound of powder.
In figuring panel costs, it should be remembered
that the cost of putting a ton of coal on top has
just begun when it is put in the car and that there
are a multi tude of hidden and fixed charges that
must be added.
Taking for instance a case where coal was beins
deli vered to the ti"0ple at $1.00 a t on and breaking
up its production cost, the fieures would run about
as

follov~s:

Labor ...........•..•.. 604

Material ••.••••••••••• 15cj
Repai rs and
·MA:l.n tenance •••••• 15c,t

Power

07 ¢

Supervision •.•••••.••• 03¢
To thi s cost then would be added a top cost of
from .25c,t to .35¢ a ton, depending upon the size of
the cleaning plant and top force by the time the
coal was placed in the railroad car.

This is still

not the extent of the cost as the overhead fixed
charges must be added.

Some of these are:

sales

cost, taxes, workmen's compensation and unemployment
insurance, Social SecurLt.y tax and office an d engineer-

(26 )

ing cost.

These

items~'wolild

add another 40 or 45

cents a ton to the cost, bringing the entire cost of
a ton of

coa~,

ready to ship, to about .Jl.70 or .,p1.80

a t on at the mine.

The average production cost for

shaft mines for Dist ric ts 1 to 12, as fixed by the
National Bituminous

Coa~

Commission, was

~?1.77.

This

figure was arrived at by aver eging the costs of all
shaft mines affected by the code.
Ordering Ma terial:
In ordering material, a face boss sh::>uld always
make a close inventory of the material on hend before
ordering more, thus avoiding accumula tion of too much
material and consegp.ent waste.

Care should be taken

that the exact size of the material is named in the order,
and also the exact place where it is to be unloaded.
Practically all mines use two or three kinds of ties, two
sizes of spikes, and two or three sizes of .fish plates
and fish-plate bolts; correct sizes of these should
always be ordered.

In ordering timber, as near the

right size should be secured as possible; too long a
prop incurs waste both in labor and in material.

In ordering repairs, the foreman SIDuld familiarize himself with the correct naue of each part or
his loading machine, cutting machine, drill, etc.,
(27)

and report necessary repairs in a form readily understandable to the repair gang.

'£his is a constant and

frequent cause of mistakes in all mines.
Accident Reports:
Foremen should encourage all men to report
injuries before the end of each shift.

Every injury,

no matter how trivial, should be treated as a potential
lost-time one, and a record should be kept for future
reference.
When a lost-time injury does occur, a report
giving all essential information goes to the office;
forms for this are usually provided by the insurame
company or compensation division that covers the
comr:any's liability.

Under the requirements of the

compensation laws of most states, the foreman is
required to repe rt wi thin a per iod of from seven to
fourteen days to the industrial compensatiOJIl board
any injury that causes a loss of one day's work.

'llie

limitations of liability vary from two to five years,
with some modifications for longer periods, depending
on circumst ances.

(,28)

CHlJ?TER III

Haulage

The first essential of good haulage, so far as
the face boss is concerned, is the proper grouping of
loading sections and the proper maintenance of
partings.

'Where big double-track partings ere laid,

they must be so located as to talee best advantage of
grades.

Empties may then be easily landed on them,

and there wi 11 be no trouble in controll,ing and
blocking loads.
Gathering Motors:
Gathering motors that are in common use are of
two classes:

cable reel and storage battery.

In

cable-rell locorrntive of the older types, the reel
was equipped with a clutch; the cable unwoond freely
as the motor went into a room, arrd wound up by a
chain drive engaged by the clutch when the motor came
out.

In the newer types, the reel is operated by a

small motor which is in circuit, while the cable
is connected to the trolley wire and acts as a spring
to keep the cable taut while the motor is standing
or moving, and to wind the cable as the motor moves
out.

These reels may ei the~ be of a drum type

mo unted on the front of the motor or of a flat reel
{29}

type mounted on the top of the motor.

The. latt er type

is pr'eferred, as the cable can more easi1.y be carried
to either end through dollies.

This type does not

need a guide to spool the cable.
'lhe size of car to be handled, the weight of track
in the rooms, and the pi"tch to be met with are all factors to be considered in selecting the size of locomotive used for room gathering.

In the first inst 81la-

tion of gathering motors ,it was the tendency to select
locomotives as light in weight as possible in the
interest of low power consumption am ability to operate over ligh t track and around short turns.

'l'bi

s

is not good practice, and the tendency is increasing
to use heavier rails, loneer turns, and motors from 8to lO-ton capacity for room gathering.

In this particu-

lar work, prompt acceleration is needed for maximum
efficiency, and this can be mo:.--e readily attained in the
larger-sized motors.
Storage-Battery Locomotives:
For gathering coal, storage-battery locomotives
are recommended where the grades are not severe, where
the speed does not exceed 3 1/2 to 4 miles per hour,
where the hauls are short (not ove r 1/2 mi Ie), and where
the service is intermittent (locom::>tive idle

'30)

8.

good por-

tion or the time as when waiting on empties or loads).
These locomotives are not at pre sent advised for
main-line haulage, where the travel is long, because
the practically continuous service reQuires a locomotive
of a price and over-all dimensions that are commonly
prohibitive.

In size, these

2 1/2 to la-ton.

loco~otives

range from

A comnon size for gathering is 4-ton;

however, a 20-ton locomotive of this type has been built.
In the majority of cases, the battery is carried on
the same truck as t he motor and is an integral ::Dart
of the locomotive, but in some of the larger machines
(designed for long hauls, hee.vy work, and like
conditions which require more nearly continuous service)
the batteries are carried on a trailing truck, tender,
or battery car, the weight of which reduces the hauling capacity of the.locomotive.

Recharging is done

/

at night, and there is usually a little tuning up during
the noon hour or at other idle times.

Where separa.te

battery cars are used, a fresh one may be coupled to
the locomotive at the time the exhausted one is taken
away to be recharged.
One type of locomotive is built to use current
from the ordinary overhead trolley wire wher-e such

exists, thus saving the bat teries for use in parts
of the mine where current is not to be had.

This

10coIlDti ve is also arranged with sui table swi tches
so that the batteries may be charged fran the trolley
circui t at the same ti me t he motor is being run in
the ordinary way.
'The bat terie s us ed are of two types:

one is the

Edison battery, >having a positive pole of nickel and
a negative pole of iron, and using a battery fluid
of caustic potash; the other is a lead battery in which
the posi ti ve pole is of lead peroxide and the negative
pole is of sponge lead, and the battery solution is a
weak mixture of sulphuric acid.
In cost, the Edi son battery can be installed at
a little less than twice as much as can the lead battery of t he same capaci ty.

It is sold under a condi-

tional ten-year guarantee, but its average life under
hard mine usage is around s even years.

In this respect,

Edison cells are far sturdier than lead cells, but
the charging efficiency is not nearly so high.

The

steel casing must also be kept constantly painted,
and even then it is likely to be destroyed by rust
if the battery becomes wet or is carele,ssly handled
while the cells are being fixed or refilled with
water.

Itt is also claimed that the
(52)

Edi~on

battery does not depreciate during long

perioc.s of id.leness; that is, it IllEly be let

stand

iCtle charged or discharged over long periode of
time without reouiring attentil)n other than keeping
the solution over the plates.

Leaa

batte~ies,

on

the other han-::., reQuire a sl'o\,,', weekly: cba rge during
~'hen

"geriods of idleness.

too two types are cOI!I9ured

as to weieht and cost, lead batteries are found to
weigh approximately 50

~er

cent more than Edison

batteries, while the latter will occupy about onetenth more space.

chaE'sis ec-uip1)ed with leau.

on

batt'3ries will therefore have
than when

e~uipyed

age working life of

f.

f.'reater . . . orkin;; weip;ht

with Edison batterieE.
8.

~he

aver-

leari battery varie::: from one

to four years, depenriinc upon the use to which it is
subjected.
In charging ei ther type of these batterie s, if
the charging is being done from an A. C. line, a motor
generator is necessary with a motor corres1)onding
to the A. C. characteristics and a generator built to
deli ver d.i rect current at the reQui red

em rging

voltage.

If more than one set of batterie s is to be charged at
the same time, each battery set must have an individual auxilia ry coo rging panel, th e rna in swi tch board
containing only the instruments that control the motor.
,

,,~~

For chFrgin€;: fro:.'Tl a D. C. line, e. rheostat Is necessEtry
on ec c11 chE,.rging "panel to reduce t:te line vol tage
to charging recuirements.
matic, as the battery
v;arks

8S

so·n

dS

i~

Each syetem is fully autoeouipped vlith

the battery i

E

b

cutout that

ch brged., and

ttS

soon

as the last battery is cut out, the motor generator
set stops running.

'rhis is accomplished by having

a circuit breaker ecuipped so that enough of a drop
in the line voltage to cause the battery to discharge
into the line will open it and keep it open until
the line volt8ge returns to normal again.
The chief advantages of the storaee battery
locomotives over the trolley

t~pes

are as follows:

There is no construction expens e beyond a charging panel which must be readily accessible.

Central

charging stations may be est8blished in fle t deposits,
while

dippin~

seams reouire a chargingpenel on each

entry unless the motor equipment is small enoush to
. be moved from level to Ie vel by the hois t.

No bonded

track or trolley is necessary, and the motor can be
moved readily to any part of the mine when there is
track without the stringing of trolley wire.

This

absence of trolley wire ani 80nds greatly cuts down
the fire and accident hazards and mkes the service

(54)

extremely flexible.

The motor maJT also be used at

any time in the mine, irrespective of whether or
not the other power is cut off, and no time is lost
in operr?tion in changinF trolley poles, making
connections, etc.
In use, storage battery l.ocomotives have been
found only to be good for cone en trate d work for comparatively light grades and for intermittent work.
Their use is more expensive than that of trolley
motors, but they are pennissible equipment in some
gaseous mines.
Diesel Mine LOCOTIotives:
As the use of electric locomotives in gaseous
mines is entirely forbidden in Great Britain, France
and Gennany, these countries have been constantly
pressed for some !!Bans of haulage to supplant the
costly tail rope haulage still existent there.

Battery

locomotives are not feasible, as the mines are too
hilly for their operation, arI!d the problem has seaningly been solved by the development of a permissible
type of Diesel engine.
Whether the us e of Die sel haulege wi 11 ever become
feasible in the United states is problerratical; certainly, with the modern develonment of buggy haulage
the thought of self-contained haulage uni t is attractive,

(35)

not only for haulage, but also for loading egpipment.
However, absolute pro!!)f of the safety of this equipment,
through a number of rigid tests, would have to be
insured before its introduction could be considered.

(36)

Chapter

IV

Panel Haulage

In present-day mecbEinical mining the haulage
system is the €overnor for production of the section.
No matter how well the coal is prepared or hov,,' well
the loading creviworks, unless the haulage layout
functions, the effect of all the other p!"'€parBtion
and planning is lost.
Before a panel is developed, tbe haulage system
to be used there should be studied and planned, and
the layout for the system should be followed. closely
as develo"')ment work progres sese

No rna tter hOI,' vvell

the sys tem is plannen, if the track wo rk is a 11owe1
to get behind or is poorly done it will nullify all
the effects of good planning.

Another im,ort9nt

consideration tn sele ction" of a haulage system is
the amount of track

too t

will have to be Ie ft in the

rooms ",hen they are driven up, and this is especially
true in those mines the. tare subje ct to rapid scueezes.
In general, two main systems

~re

used in Danel

room track development, and these types are usually
knovVll as the

)

II

crows foot" and double-car cha nge, and

most haulage systems are a modification of one or the

(37)

other of these.
typ e of he,uls ge,

~uch 6 ~

developed but [:,uch

Fi;~ure

other

the c ir c Ie sys tern, hCi s be en

method~

are only 6.pplictible where

local conditions fevor their
In

~ome

In ind. i vidual cases)

U~'

11, c&llInf: the

e.
ri~'ht-b&nd

rooI'1E' tl1e

3 !'J p&nel and the left han"]. roomf' the 4 N, tbe 3
Danel

hp8

been laid up ';5 th sv;5.t ('h

chc::.nce) as it

jS

u2u1311;; call ed.

e~~

In

for
use~

,'?

tv;o

1\)

('DubIe-car
~

ervi ce

motor E' are requi red for the load in€:: rra chi ne and an
added 'iickup motor to gather the loac.s for tte main
line.

Rumber 2i: frogs are us ed in the roor.1S and the

first frog is 2.1\.'ays lai d 72 feet from tte centel'line
of the entry in order thc:,t a motor am

tViO

cars will

be on straie;ht track before the first eel' hit s' th e ins ide svli tch.

\Jhere rooms are driyen on 48-foot centers,

the inside frog is laid 154 feEt from center line of
the entry.

This methoc. of track development pro vides

a uniform system of haulage for e&oh room and
fbst car ch&nge.

Its disadvantClges lie

~in

6

very

the fact

tha t) where the f&ces &1'e kep t eVt:::;IJ.) all too swit (;h es
need to be laid at practica lly the S&TIB time and
all the material must be held in the panel until all
th e places are fj nished.
In L rooms shown on the 4 N in Figure 11, a forty. five has been driven dio.gonally across tbe rooms from

(38)

No.1 room to No. 14 room, heading off the rooms, and
pi ck-up ·swi tches have been alid to further shorten the
haul.

·These rooms would only require one service motor

for the loading machine.

Unit moves would be short, and

car changes fairly fast, as all loading faces would be
within 150 feet from a swi tch.

There are 37 switches in

the 4N compared to 42 in the 3N, and there would be 1900
feet of. track and 19 switches left in the 4 N, assuming
all unused track were pulled as soon as possible.

The

4 N panel would be the easiest to keep swi tches laid up
in, as they would develop in order, but it would require
closer supervision and engineering in order that pickups
were made at the proper time.

The 4 N rooms would also

re quire the hanging of more wire, and making more bonds
or returns.
In Figure 12, two crow-foot systems of track work

are shown.

In the rooms to the right, which for pur-

poses of identification will be called the 5 N rooms,
every third oJme has been used as a key room.

Sri tches

are laid to the right and Ie ft, picking up the adjoining
two rooms everyone hundred twenty-five feet.

This system

requires three switches for each room, or 45 switches for
the 15 rooms, but provides very elose car changes
at all times.

In the rooms illustrated, one extra
(59)

switch and track have been Ie ft in each room to
provide extra empty ear storage room.

Four thousand

feet of track and 20 swi tches would be left in these
rooms when they were driven in 300 feet.

This system

of trackage would als 0 reQ. ui re that a numbe r of
swi tches be lat d at about the same time, if the rooms
were dri ven so that the faces v.ere kept even.

On

the 6 N side, in Figure 12, three key rooms have
been used, end 5 rooms have been worked from each key
room.

The -track has been connected in Number 5 and

Number 10

rOOIDB

the 6 North.

in order to shorten the unit moves in

A smaller number of switches would need

to be laid here at the same time than would be needed
on the 5 N sid e, but the car change would be slower.
Thirty-five swit ches would be reQuired to work the
15 rooms, and when the rooms on the 6 N were driven
in 300 feet, there VIOuld be 21 swi tches and 3800
feet of track left on the entry and in the rooms.
As in all other mining problems, the type of
operation best suited to indi vidual nee ds must be determined, but it is thought that the haulage systems
shown on the 3rd and 5 N are the two best types of
haulage, depending whether one or two service motors
are to be used.

Pick-~

Motor Operation:

In good panel hs.ulage, the pick-up motor must bri ng
empties and pick up loads on an approximate schedule.
This time will usually be from 15 to 20 minutes on a
unit having a single-service motor, and from 30 to 50
minutes on a unit using two-service motors.

The empties

should be placed and the loads picked up while the
service motor is under the loading machine, thus avoiding
congestion and delay.
Where the ernpt ie s are to be left wi 11 depend on the
type of track layout used in the terri tory the pick-up
is serving.

In Figure 11, if the loaclinr machine is

in Number 5 on the 3 N, the empties should be left
on the straight entry above Number 6 and the loads
~u~led

from the 45, fooing from 5 to 6 and from the straieht

track in No.4.

If the load ing machine is in Number 14,

the erqp ties should

be put in Number 12 or in t he last

cut on the entry, and the loads pulled from Number 13.
If the loading machine is in Number 1 on the 4 N
the empties should be put in Number 3 and the loads
pUll.ed from Number 2.

If the loading machine was in

Number 10 on the 4 N, the empties would be :put in 9 and
the loads pmlled off the entry.

In Figure 12, on the

5 an.d 6 North, the cars would be handled in a similar
manner, the l.oads a1 ways being pl.aeed in the swi toh
next the loading machine unless track grade favors
(40 )

~_.J\\ \

some othe

I'

T)lan.

If no inside switches have been laid, the empties
would be kept in rOOr.1SJU tsid e the loa
the loads on the strai,:r.ht entry.

enne:

rnc hire and

In th is ce.re, if the

loade I' waf' on the last room on th e panel, the loads
would be put in the room. neck nearest the loader and
the empties in the roon neckc outside the loads.
Loads should always be kept in the place

re~uiring

the leest switching distance and where the f-rade will
favor the loads being stored.

Enough em1'Jti

e~

should

be ke-pt on the sectior. to reet the maximum capacity of
the 108ding machine for the
to make

.C1.

time it takeE', the nicK-In

round trip plus four or fi ve cars for de18Ys.

The number of cars allotted eE,ch 10Cldinp:; Ira chine should
be prop 0 rti onal to the ca ps. cit Y of the
territory in which it is working.
the

pick~p

m:tC

hi re in tm

The number of empties

motor brings in is governed by the number

of loads taken aut on the previous trip and just enough
empti es brought back to keep the number of CBrs on the
loading 'unit up to the number set for the ,anel.

Too

many empties can be as much of a hand lcap as too few.
The

pick~p

motorman should be told &head of time where

the next move of the

106

ding uni t is to be in order

that he will know where to properly place his cars.
Duties of Motorman and Tripriders
In hanrll. ing trips the pi ckup motormen should not

(42)

at t emp t to han dl e an y mo r e ca r s than c an be p ull.e d
'l'ithout trouble or useof excessive sand or jerking.
It is better to pull two small trips safely and easily
than it is to pull one 1 arge trip that is hard to
start an d har d toe ont ro 1 •
The proper way to han·dle a motor is to keep it
under control at all times; use plenty of sand, never
jerk controller wide open at once, never use controller
in place of brake, never plug, and never ba.ck pple.
A pick-up motorman should keep track of his ears
on the panel, the approximate loading speed of the
machine, and what the course of the day's loading is
going to be.

He should try and place his trips with

a minimum of delay and interference to both the main
line and the service motor.
The trip rider on a pick-Up m:>tor should keep
ahead of the empties when the cars are being pushed
in on the working panel or through doors or curtains.

He should watch for cables, know where the loads are,
and know wrere the empties are to be put.

He should

see that no swi. tches are left open or half-open,
and should always keep the motorman informed where
he is going to put the trip.

He should use extreme

care tha t his trip does not run into some other unit
when he goes into a panel, and should proceed all
(43)

trips around curves or through doors or curtains.

He

should always see that all loads or emptie E are EeC'lreI~T

blocked or

cannot be

s1)ra'~'eed

dislo~g9d

off his !not or.
in

8

in

~uch

a rn.anner

t~

t the

bloc~E

or the trin get away before cutting

He shoul1 never

S8t

10E~de 81'

ernties

rODm where :::nen are working at the f&ce and in

pUlling loac.s v,'here a d1'ae: or

c~e-raile1'

is

re(~uired

should always see that it is in place.
Service

:rv~otor

Operation

In serving a loading machjne, the motorman should
try as nearly as possible to keep a car under the boom
at all times.

He should keep his eye on the loading

and watch tha t

~hunks

do not become roofed between

boom and top and then fly back and hit him.
is next to the car he should

al~o

If his cab

watch that chunks do

not roll off the front end of the car Int a the cab.
Fe should try -:: a run as steadily
excessive speed.

8S

pass ible withou t

A good average speed all day is

better than liF-htning speed for an hour then 0ff the
track for twenty minutes.

~\hen

a car 18 drawn off

the t racks or derailed, it should be DUt on the track
at the spot and not drug to and through the nearest
swit ch.
v~hen 6.

car is rerailed on a switch, both latches

should, wi thou t fail, be securely blocked in order
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that the leads wi 11 not be ben t or torn

0

ut •

A

motorman should watch out for his triprider at all
times and not allow him to take chances.

In re-railing

car:s, be sure that the triprider is in the clear before mov ing the car.

Never hold a car by a "point If or

"plugging" and allow a tripric.er to @et in a posi tion
where he may get caught.

Be sure the motor is not

grounded when the triprider is going to couple; if it
is, the power should be taken off.

A motorman smuld

not allow his bud dy to couple on t he ins id e of a curve,
or couple trips on the fly.

He should not become ex-

cited when he gets a load off, as he might hurt someone.
He should keep cool, even if the boss does not.

He

should know the b ad places on the run and report them;
he should watch for places where there is not enough
clear ance or where material is too close to the track
and report, and sh ould se e that no loose material is
piled on the inside of' a curve where the cable may catch
it and throw it in front of the motor.

He should not

run through a door or curtain without knowing it is clear
on the other side.

He should not let a triprider put

loads or ernpti es in ro oms where men m-e working.
allow a splice within teIl! feet of a hot hook!

Do not

Do not

atternpt, to repair any part of' a IOOtor with the pomT
on, and do not a ttempt to ('.hange a light soc ket wit h(45)

out disconnecting the socket from t 1:e hot wire.
Tri 1') Riders

---~.;;;;...;.;;...;..

A trip ri d.e r should not at tanpt to handl e too
many cars at a time and should plan his VJork so as
to not

cau~e

his motorman unnecessary

s~itching.

He

should try and not block any unIt on his panel any
mo re than possible.

He should watch all emptie s that

there is no material or rock in them that will be
loaded out.

~-,'hen

a car is off the track, he should

kee-p cool em d ge t his blocks set

ri~-ht

the fire t time,

so too t the car :r.J.ay be rerailed wi th a mInimum of
dare ge to the track.

He shoul ti ne ver set loads or

emp ties in rooms where men are wOlk inr. and should see
that all loads and empties are securely blocked before
cutting the motor off.

He should wCitch all hitching

for breaks or flaws and set out any car tba t looks bad.
A triprider should never couple on the insi1e of
a turn, or on the fly.

He shOllld never catch the front

end of th e trip coming toward him.

He should watch

for and. report any tight places or where Illliterial or
dirt might cause him to get caught or squeezed.
He should kgep track of the loads and empties
on the run, put the loads in the closest switch, and
securely block them.

he should see that all trap doors

are kept closed and all curtains kept in place.
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A

triprider should never allo'w anyone to

rLle on the

mota!' wi th him, and should re ver ride a motor 'wi th feet
over the bUID'oer or over the
endeavor to Jd ck

eid e.

He should never

si'ii tch im:medi ately' in front of a

1:3

moving trip or pull a lCltch over w itl! his :rEnd between
cars.

.nbove all things he should viOnI\: CAREFUL:'Y, and

never allow speed to interfere with safety.
Blocking and SFrapging Cars
Empties or loads should always be carefully blocked
or sp ragged when left stand ing, as tracks too t look
level may not be and
the cars rolling.

8

slight j9.r or bump may start

Blocks with handler et right

to the track are the safest.

an~:les

,\hen cars are spotted at

the face for hand loading, special precautions should.
be

u~ed

th6.t the C6.r does not run into the face and

catch the ] oade r.

yo[-::e tha t sets tistri de the rail

.ri.

and is fastened under it by a pin If e rood device
for this rurnose or

8

prop"r tie cbainect to the track

will serve the se.me purnose.

~ailf

laid at t he face

in dip rooms Bhoul d al wey s be laio. up,. orkv,'ey sand
no slide rails used.
The best typs of e,pr!:ig to use for heavy duty is
one mc:cde of iron pipe pointed at one end with vwod
inside end with a collar on the other end to prevent
slipping through the whe&l.

However, su'ch "sprags" are

heavy to use in mule haulage} and light hexagonal
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hickory sprag's should be fur niem d for til is purp os e .
The

u~e

of any type of sprag h&e been 15.scouraged

in mechanicel haulage due partly to the danger of
loading them out and partly to the fact that one or
more may be left in

8

trip and on a long haul will

result in a flat wheel.
For controlljng trips on steep grades the uee of
shoes are quite prevaJent.

These consist of curved

nlEt tes tho. t are placed unde r one or more· whe els and
will lSffecti ve ly

ChtH;k

th e spe ed of

(48)

/:l

tri p.

CF.APTER V

Track Work
In laying track, the first cons iderat ion which
is of prinary importance is the securing of erades
as favorable to haul8.€e as possible without too much
expense.

As near as possible, grades should be

mai ntai ne d in favor of the loads a nd this may be done
by brushing, although it is seldom that the most
desire bl e con.di ti ons as t a grade can be secured, owing
to the prevalence of hills and rolls in most coal seems.
The axten t or brushine; that is economical to perform is d et erm ined by the probab le Ii fe" of the haulage
road in quest ion.

"lfllien

R

bad hi 11 exists on a road

over which coal will be hauled for anurnber of' months,
it is good management to expend consid ere ble money in
cutting it down or otherwise making a favorable grade.
Before such operations are commenced, levels
should be run on th e ent ry in quest ion a nd a profi le
of the present grades made.

FroP.l this profile then

the poi nts at which the top or bottom is to be shot,
and the amoilllt of cut or fill, can be secured.

When

there is a good drilling fireclay bot tom, anrl there
is a choice in the matter, it is believed that it is
(49 )

better to shoot bottom than it is to shoot tQ:P, becaus e of the following factors:
In bottom shooting it is easier to control the
amount of the material to be handled, as material not
needed to be removed for any grade may be left in
place, and the width of the shots may be controlled by
breakers.

In shooting too it is hard to coritrol the

amount of material that will come or will have to be
tak en down, and top one e bro ken is apt to give trouble
and require t i mberi ng •
If' drillinp, top is resorted to, all holes should
be drilled as flat as possible, either by drilling and
shooting a round at a time, or by givinf the holes as
lone: a pitch as possible.

In shooting top, it is

usually better to remove the track, although iil some
cases where t he shots are li gh t and heavy ra ils are in
place, it is possible to raise the track to the grade
desired and shoot on it.

When this is done, the ties

and re..ils must be very solidly blocked to keep from
breaking or bending them, and small shots loaded
heavily enough to pulverize the material must be shot.
A cont inuous 4-per-cent grade for any distance
is about as much as can be handled in economical
motor haulage, and such a grade would require special
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pre para ti on a.s tot rsck and motor s.

When grades are

continuous in one direction, with minor dips, tmse
dip s should b e

~ra

ded out and a uniform grade se-

cured.
Wei ght of Rail:
The weight of r ail to be used in traer.: work is
determined by the material av aila bIe, the purpo se
the track, its life, and the size of haulage
and loadin.g machinery.

0

f

e~uipment

In hand loading, with mule

haulage, When a ton-and-a-half car is used, 15-pound
rails in rooms and 20-pound rails on entries (wheTe
only mules travel) are sufficient; from 40- to 50pound rai Is are used on main-line roo tor roads to day.
In pres ent-dey practic e, 60-pound ra ils are be tter and are used for main-line track, and from 30- to
40-pound rails are used in r:anel entries and rooms.
In describing a ZD- or 4O-rail, the weight per ya.:nd of
rail is me ant; that is, a 40-pound r ail wei ghs 40
pounds per yard, and, as has been st ated, the proper
size depends upon the maximum weight to be supported.
As this is usually the weight of the locomotive, rail
weights are hased on an allowance of 10 pounds of
rail weight per ton of locomotive weight on each
wheel.

For em II[> Ie , a 20-ton, 4-whe el motor sho uld
(51)

not be used on rails with a minimum section of less
than 10 x 20/4 : 50-pound rail per yard.
rule will apply to 6-wheel equipment

This same

also~

r!:ini mUM rai 1 size s als 0 d epe no on the s paci ne

0

f

ties, nature of road bed, p..nd general construction of
equipment.

It is food practice to use rails 10 pounds

more in weight per yard than the minimum called for by
the equipment so as to have a factor of safety if
ties are spaced widely.

Use of' Tie s:
The dimensi ons of wood ties are based on the crosssection measurements in inches and the length in feet;
thus, a 4 x 5 tie mean s a tie 4 inches deep, 5 inches
wide, and 5 feet long.' The best ties to be secured
are of chest nut, oak or hard pine, al.. though
are someti:nes used.

0

th er woods

Sawed ties are not as desirable

as hewed ties of the same size.

The use of ties

treated with zinc chloride or creosote is reconnnended
for main-line work, but such ties are not recommended
for panel en try or room hau lage, s1 nc e they wi 11 b ecome worthless because of spike holes after they have
been re-used two or three t1rrss.
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On nain haulage, the ties should extend beyond
the sides of the rails from 10 to 12 inches and should
have a minimum X secti on
5 x 6.

0

f 4 x 5, A.nd preferably a

Cross entry ties may be 4 x 4 and should ex-

tend 6 or 8 inches beyond the rail.

In room work

it is only ne cessary to have a tie large enough to
hold a spike and provide a surface for spikes.
In room track, steel ties are l.argely used,
al though a better track is

also used.

secured if wood ties are

A good prectice is to put in wood ties

wherever small dips or. irregularities occur.

Steel.

ties are made of pressed or rolled steel and have
the adve.ntages of lightness, strength, easy placement,
and removal, and they

re~uire

less head room.

How-

ever, they cannot be used in wet mLnes where the
water is ve ry acid.
In l.aying track, ties are normally spaced from
18- to 30-inch centers, and greater sp3.cing may cause

a rail

to break.

'Nhere soft bottom is encountered,

the ties must be spaced closer, or stringers must be
us ed under both s ides of the track.

In placing

stringers, care should be taken that long enough ties
are used so that the stringers can beplaeed well
outside the rails.
(53)

Each tie should be held by four spikes with the
outside spike on each rail ahead of the inside spike
in the direction of heaviest load travel.

Raiis

above 50 lb. per yard come in 33-foot lengths, while
those below 50 lb. come in 30-foot lengths, unless
otherwise specified.

Rails that are 65 pounds or

lighter have 2 holes per rail end for fish plates,
while rails over 65 pounds have three holes.
Size of Rails. bolts, and distance between holes.
The following chart, Fig. 13, gives the size of
hole drilled in various sized rails for plates,
distance between holes,

FIGURE 13
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X

t
t

,
t

distance from end of rail to

~irst

use, and width of base of rail.

hole, size of bolt to

This last may be used to

much advantage in determining the size

o~

a rail of unknown

weight.
Spikes run in length from 2 in. to 6 inches, a 3/8
by

3i

being recommended fbr room work) and 7/16 by

for main-line work where 6-inch ties are used.
case) the size

o~

4t

In any

the ties will determine the size of

the spikes to use) as when driven they should lack a
half-inch from being through the tie.
Laying

~

Line Track

As main-line track must be laid of heavy materials
and well lined and ballasted) it is usually the pIactice
in main-line work to drive the entries with lighter
temporary track and then replace this with permanent
track.
Before this operation is begun, levels should be
rt.tn and plugs set in the ribs for grade heights, also
sights placed in the top in places where they will not
be shot out, showing the center line of the track.
When the track is not to be raised, all loose material
and gob should be moved and the entry cleaned, rib to
rib.

This can best be done by starting at the inside

and removing the temporary track and cleaning the entry
as the track is pulled by means of a loading machine.
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Once the old track is removed and re-Iaying track
has commenced, it is a good idea to keep one rail about
two rails' lene;th in advance of the other at all times.
In putting on a rail, a sight is first taken at the
approximate place where the joint'tie for the rail will
corne; the r a.il is then dre fged int a place, turned workways, and bolted on to the last rail.

A joint tie is

then placed near the end " another tie is placed in the
middle, and the rail is then brought to grade by raising
or sinking the ties as the case may be.

Care should be

taken that these ties are on sights, as much unnecessary
digging may thus be saved.

After the rail is brought to

grade, the rest of the ties are put in place at about
lS-inch centers; then the rail is brought in place for the
other side.

One lead rail should be carried ahead at all

times and should be spaced by the use of different length
rails at the start so that the points will alternate.
Ties should be spaced so that the spike holes in the
bars come over ties.

Mine track, whU.e not subject to

much contraction, should be laid with fairly loose joints,
especially on grades and hills.
After several lengths of rails have been laid, track
should be fairly close to sights, but not too much
trouble should be taken in lining track before tamping,
as it must be re-lined after filling.
(56 )

The genera 1

practice in coal mines is to use refuse from the seam
for ballast, and this makes a very good ballast when
broken up and well tamped, unless the mine be wet in
j

which case crushed rock or slag is the best material to
use)8S it affords full drainage and does not yield
readily to weight.
While crushed rock is never difficult to obtain,
it is costly and there are but few conditions in,coal
mines that would warrant its use.

Cinders are usually

easily obtainable and make a good road bed.

The expense

of loading the cinders into mine cars, transporting them
into the mine and unloading would be offset by the time
and materials saved.
In ballasting track it should be leveled and every
tie uniformly tamped throughout its entire length and
especially tight under the rails where it receives the
most load.

After track has been bought to grade and

tamped, if it is necessary to move sideways, a jack should
be used instead of bars, as it is almost impossible to
slew track with bars without raising it.
Laying Curves
Curves on mine track are described by length of
radius of that part of a circle which they form instead
of degrees of curves as it customary for railroad work,
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as mine curves are always much shorter than railroad
curves.

However any curve should be of sufficient

radius to allow the easy movement of cars;

loco-

motives require long curves) usually of 200 feet or
more in radius.
On sharp curves, the wheels of cars and locomotives bind and on this account the usual amount of
clearance between rails and wheel flanges needs to
be increased on curves.

No rule can be given as to

the exact amount of clearance to give, but i inch is
the amount usually used.

More elevation is also required

on the outside of the curve, the amount depending on
the speed of the trips, but for mine haulage 3 to 4
inches is usually enough for the outside rail on
curves.
In laying a curve the rail should never be forced
or sprung into place but should be allowed to lie loose
and be bent into correct shape by means of a rail bender.
On heavier steel it is sometimes necessary to heat the
rail by means of acetylene or blow torch in order to
prevent breaking the rail.

Welding the joints on

curves and putting guard rails along both rails on
curves used for fast travel are also good precautions.
It is also well on a curve of this kind to block the
outer rail by using several extra ties spiked to one
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rail and wedged to the rib to prevent the track from
pushing sideways.
Laying out

~

Curve

At times, it is desirable to layout a curve to
connect two entries at right angles to each other by
some other method than merely bending a rail to fit
the curve.
method.

This may be done easily by the following

First prepare a device such as shown in A

of Fig. 14 out of wire or string that will not stretch.
The pieces of string between each one of the small
rings wants to be ten feet long and the piece of wood
between the two rings I foot and 9 inches long.
Determine the radius the curve is to be and measure
this distance back from the sight line of the room
or entry the curve is to enter.
Fig. l4B as the distance AC.

This is shown in

Drive a nail here at

C and measure 10 feet further along the sight line and
drive another nail D at this point.

Place the single

ring on the end of the string over this Nail D and the
middle ring over nail C.

Hold one of the other rings

that are fastened together in line with these two rings
and with the piece of wood connecting the two end
rings, measure off a foot and nine inches inside the
sight line and drive a nail here; this is the first
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point on the curve.

Bring the end ring up to the point

C,place the middle ring over the nail just driven and
establish the next point in the same manner.

Continue

this until the center line of the X entry is reached.
Fig. 14B shows two circles, one on a 40-foot and
the other on a

60~foot

scale in this manner.

radius that have been drawn to
This method may be used with success

on any curve under 100 feet in radius and if practised
will gi ve a more regular curve than one laid by the
eye.

The length of the stick in any radius is found

by dividing 100 by the radius of the curve desired.
Size of Radius
Chart 5 gives the size radius to use for any wheel
base from 20 inchesup to 120 inches and for wheels from
18 to 36 inches in diameter.

These figures represent

the minimum radius that may be used and it 1s always well
to lay the longest curve that will go into the space
available.
A curve of 25-foot radius is about the minimum that
can be used with any

suc~~s

with a 6-to 8-ton tandem-hung

motor wheel> curves of 35 feet or more are to be recommended.
Fig. 15 gives the size radius that can be used for any
wheel base from 20 in. up to 120 inches and for wheels
from 18 to 36 inches in diameter.
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Chapter VI
Switches and Turnouts
The general layout of the track in a loading section
has already been outlined, and such a system should be
decided upon and adopted and planned while the rooming
entry is being developed.
The heavy steel used in the main entry should be
carried past the panel switch(and even better, to the
first 45

0

turn,which is usually outside the No. 1 room~

From here on,30-to 35-pound steel should be used, both
in the entries and in the rooms.
If a key room system is planned, grades should be
anticipated as much as possible and special attention
paid to switches that will serve the key rooms.

Clearance

should be made around all switches and care taken that
uniform turns are laid off the frogs.
Switches
A switch is a device for enabling a car or trip
of cars to pass from one track to another.

The following

terms are the common names applied to an ordinary mine
switch although two or three names are sometimes applied
to the same part of the switch, but the following are
considered the correct definitions;
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Point of Switch:

that point in the track where a car

passes from the main line to the rails of a turnout;
that is, point of latches.
Point of Frog:

is the intersection of the

g~uge

lines

of the main track and the turnout.
~

of Switch:

is the distance measured on the main

line from the point of switch to the point of frog.
~

Rail:

is the turnout or curve rail lying between

the rails of the main track.
Follower Rail:

is the opposite rail off the other side

of the corresponding to the lead rail.
Sweep Rails:

are the first pair of curve rails laid of

the frog.
The Throw:

of a switch is the distance through Which

the latches move, measured at the point.
Switch Frogs:
A frog as shown in Fig. 16 is an arrangement of
rails that permits the flanges of car wheels to pass the
point where two rails intersect.

A frog is required in

every switch at the point where the lead tail crosses
the rail of the main track.

The wedge-shaped rail

marked A in Fig. 16 is the tongue and the extreme end
of the tongue is the point.
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The spaoe B between C and D

of the rails is the mouth and the channel they form
at the narrowest point E is the throat.

The heel of the

frog is that end lying opposite to the point of the
frog,and the toe of the frog is the end lying in front
of the point.

The width shown as H in Fig. 16 is

called the spread of the frog, and the frog angle is
the angle caused at the point by the intersection of
the two track lines.

The length of a frog is the

distance from toe to heel and the wings are the two
curved rails that cover the ends.
The re are several kinds of frogs in use,
the most common of which is the plate frog made by
riveting sections of a rail to a heavy iron plate.
Another common type is a cast frog whe re frog and wings
are cas t in one solid piece.

Frogs are also made by

beveling two pieces of rail and bolting them together
with a block of wood in the V.

In this type of frog,

the wings were made by bending the ends of the lead
rail and straight point of the switch.
SWITCH CALCULATIONS
No. of Frogs
To find the number of any straight frog, measure
across the frog point at any point marked A,then again
!
at any point
marked Hj
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where the width is one inch greater than the distance
marked C between A and B is the frog number.
Another method is to measure the distanoe from
the point of frog to the heel marked X in the illustration, and also measure the spread of the frog marked
Yt then.! 15 frog number.
y

Frog Lead:
Frog lead is the distanoe from the switoh point to
frog point,measured along the straight

t~ck.

To find

the co rre ct lead for any frog, find the frog number and
multiply it by twice the track

g~uge

in inches.

gives the length of the frog lead in inches.

This

Subtract

the length of the latch to be used and the distance
from frog point to point of heel,and the remainder will
be the length of the straight filler rail for the frog.
After the lead for one frog is found, the lead of any
other frog may be found by direct proportion, for if the
g~uge

is the same, the lead varies as the frog number.

Fig. 17 shows the correct dimensi ons for No's. 2,. 2i,
3, 4 & 5 frogs used with a 42-inch guage.

Values are

given for both cost and riveted plate frogs.
Laying Switches
As a rule, nothing smaller than a No.4 frog is
used on a main line or X entry turnout into a rdoming
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panel.
6"

X

For a main-line switch using a No.4 frog, two

8" x lOt ties are needed for the switch stand--

four 6" x 8"

X

8 t ties and eleven 5" x 7"

using 7/16" x 4 1/2" spikes.

X

6 t ties

]'or a No.4 frog using

a 5-foot switch :I>oint, the radius of the turnout is
96 feet, and the lead is 23 feet.

If a 3 1/2 frog is

us ed, the radius is 72 feet and the lead is 21 fe et
and three inches.
In panel entries, 50- to 4O-pound rai Is are usually
used wi th 4 x 6 or 5 x 6 ties, spaced at 20 inches, and
using 1/2 by 3 1/2 spikes.
In laying up entries for swi tches where none have
been laid, the straight rail should be run up for several switch lengths on one side and the track laid as nearly
level as pos si ble 8I!Ild on sights before the frogs are set.
Frogs used in room turnout s vary from 2 1/2 to 3 1/2
frogs.

For a 2 1/2 turnout into a room, the radius of

curve is 35 feet; the frog is laid 22 feet fran the sight
line, an d the switch points are 16' 3" fran pain t of
frog.

If a 3 1/2 frog is used, the radius of the switch

would be 72 feet and the lead 211' 3", with a 41/2-foot
latch.

Turns of these swi tches should be laid as nearly

symmetrical as pos si ble.

JPig. 18 gives off-set dis-

tances for laying a turnoff for a No. 2 1/2 frog.
In actual practic e, the leads given for the d if ferent
{66 }

frogs are cut down due to top conditions.

14 feet back

of sight line is about minimum distance that a No. 2
frog can be laid for motor haulage,and a longer distance
is urged if possible.
Turns of switches should be laid so that they hit
the sight line and not across it, for if the latter
occurs, a reverse or figure S curve will have to
be laid to bring the track on sights.

On all room

turnouts the outside rail should be elevated two inches
or more, depending on the type of wheel, and the
increased

t inch.

g~~e

The frog should also be raised

inch higher than the rest of the turnout.

t

If a loose

frog point is used) it should be well blended behind the
curves of the filler rails.
Laying 45 0
In laying 45 0 or X overs, a 3t frog Is the best to
use for a 30-lb. rail,and frogs are spotted about onethird of the distance that would be used on a 90 0 turnout.
In both 45 0 and 90 0 turnouts it is often desirable to
mark the sight line for the new track.

To do this,

mark the sight line as shown by the line x-yon Fig. 19.

o

0
is the point the new sights are to be set for a 90

turn.

From the point O,measure off two equal distances

marked OA and 'OB on the sight line.

Using these two

points as centers, take a piece of string and (using

the same radius) mark two intersectine quarter circles
in front of the room.

A line drawn through this inter-

section irom 0 wall wi 11 be the new sifht line at 90 0
from the entry sights.

If a 45 0 were desired at point

0, a distance on the new sight line eQ.ual to OA would
be measured, this new poin.t and A would be used as
centers, and two intersecting arcs would be dra wn.

A

line drawn from 0 through the intersection of these
two arcs wculd be a 45° to the line XY.If' a tahle of chords is to to had, any desired
angle can be measured off wi th a tape.

TIle accompanying

table, Fig. 20, is to be used with the openings between
a 2-foot rule by laying one edge of the rule on the
given line and opening the rule until the distance
between the inner edge s at the ends correspon ds to
that given for the angle in the table; a line drawn on
the inner end of the other leg will give the desired
angle.

{o8}

Fig. 20
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With this table. and remembering that 1

Deg.

0

will gain

1.745 feet in a hundred. it is possible to layoff entries
and turnouts to hit any point desired without the use
of a transit.
GUARD RAILS
A guard rail is a short piece of rail spiked to the

ties on the inside of the track opposite a frog,with
sufficient

distan~e

between the guard rail and the rail

of the main track to allow the flange of the wheel to
pass.

The chief purpose of the guard rail is to crowd

the wheels against the straight rail and prevent their
riding the point of the frog.
guard rails are used.

Two common forms of

In one. the rail which is from

4i to 6 feet long is. slightly curved throughout its
entire distancej the center of the curve being set
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directly opposi te the froe point.

'l'his form of guard

rail is adapted to high speeds and where caterpillar
eQuipment travels on the track.
·In the other form, the guard rail is straight for
4 or

4t

feet, and the ends are slie::htly bent.

This

type is usually secured to the straight rail by two
bolts placed through holes drilled in the flanges of
both rai Is.

Five-eighth by 6~inch bolts are usually

used for this.
Guard rails should be part of the regular installation of every switch, and their use will prevent man y bad wrecks.
Switch Throws and Bridles:
Switch throws are of two types:
perpendicular.

parallel and

The parallel throw is the better, as

a man's body throwing it moves pare,llel to the track
with less danger of being caught with the cars.

Two

types of bridles are used, one merely reaching between the latches, and the other being fastened to
the lat ches by of fsets wi th the ends extending
under the rails of the grack.

This tY:f8 is always

used with switch throws, and is better in any case
as it prevents the points of the latch from riding up
above the rails.

Chapter VII
Cutting Machines
The continuous chain cutter or shortwall machine
is possibly the most favored of the present-day mining
machines.

It was developed to overcome the various dis-

advantages of the brea·t machine and, in turn, is meeting
competition from newer types of machines.

Inasmuch as

there. are several different shortwall machines developed
for special conditions it will

be

proper to troot._this

machine in its general phases and then pass on to the
special typ es •
The machine consists essentially of a driving
mechanism with a cutter bar attached so as to form a
solid unit.

Power to move the chain is supplied by the

driving mechanism through a single driving sprocket,
located at the rear of the cutter head.

The chain

travels around the cutter head in guides, and the head
has the same width throughout its length; the length
will vary according to the conditions of the coal to
be cut.

The chain, of course, is of the same type as

used with breat machines or with any other chain-type
machine.
The truck on which the machine travels from place
to place is usually of the self-propelling type.
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The

table on which the machine rests may be built so as to
tip forward .in line with the track, the reby allowing
the machine to slide down to the floor, or may be
built so as to turn to any angle up to 45 degrees beyond a right angle; this latter type makes the unloading
and loading of the machine from any position much easier
than with the ordina ry drop -front truck.

A small trailer

is attached to the truck and carries the reel for transporting the cable.
Two speeds are available for the operator: a fast
speed for unloading and reloading, and a slow speed tor
cutting.

Control of the machine while cutting is

effected by a brake on the handling drum.

Some manufac-

turers use chains instead of steel ropes.

Further

refinement in operation has made it possible to sump the
machine in at either the right or the left rib and cut
across the face; if the sumrng in on any occasion is the
reverse of the normal procedure, the bits must be reversed
in the chain.
Standard shortwall machines are designed to cut coal
of ordinary height.

The machines average from 23 to 25

inches in height when cutting, and have length such that
the distance between the face and props is as low a.s 64
inches.

Cutter bars vary in length from

51

to

at

feet

normally, although longer cutter bars (special lengths)
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may be used.

The kerf cut will vary from 3 to 7 inches

high, and this height depends on the friability of coal;
coal which is apt to settle down should have a wide kerf.
The machines may be powered by either A.C. or D.C. motors
of from 30-to 50-H.P. size.

These may be of the open

type or of the Government Approved (flame-proof compartment) type.

Compressed-air power can be substituted for

the motors if desired.
Low-coal shortwall machines embody all of the features
of the standard machines) but the unit has an overall height
while cutting of from .16 to 18 inches.

The lessening in

height is usually accompanied by an increase in length
and width of the driving mechanism; in other words, more
room will be needed between the face and the props (this
length averages 8 feet for most of the low-vein machines.)
The trucks on which the machines ride are also especially
built to provide a minimum overall height above the rail.
One machine with a height while cutting of 16i inches has,
when mounted on its truck, an overall height over the
rail of 25 inches.

These machines are powered either

by electricity, both A.C. and D.C., or by compressed air.
Long-Wall Machines:
The long-wall machines are designed on the same lines
as the short-wall machines with the exception that the
cutter bar is not held rigid but can be swung through a
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120-degree arc to either side of center position; this
permits the machine to cut in much more restricted
spaces tha.;" a short wall machine can] and a duplex pick
can also be bought that will allow the chain to cut in
either direction.
Overcutting Machines:
The mining problem in certain districts may be
complicated by the presence of partings at different
heights in the seam; such partings usually consist of
bands of clay, shale, or slate.

When ordinary under-

cutting is done, these impurities are so intermixed with
the coal as it is shot down that it is extremely hard
for the loader to properly sort out this waste.
resul~

As a

the quality of the coal and its price on the

market is not as high as it would be if these impurities
were removed.
One solution to this problem has been the overcutting machine.

This is simply a machine with its

cutter bar placed at such a height that it will cut out
the parting or dirt seams; and these can be loaded out
separately before the bottom and top benches of coal
are loaded.

If the problem exists in room-and-pillar

work, it is possible that an overcutter operating as a
shortwall machine will be used; likewise, in longwall
mining, the overcutters may be of the longwall.type.
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Some machines are designed to cut in either manner.
Track-mounted Cutting Machines:
The trend in modern coal mining practice is toward
the use of mounted cutting machines which, working from
the track, are fast, safe, and economical to use.

They

reduce labor and idle time to a minimum, and all their
movements are by power and are under easy control.
Track-mounted cutting machines Dll8Y· be designed
for bottom-, center-, or top-cutting, for shearing, or
may be designed to
operations.

~erform

several or all of these

The description of these machines will be

di vided as to the type of cutting for which they are
intended.
Center-cutting and top-cutting a coal seam is
resorted to under the following condi tions:

(a) a

dirt band can be cut out; (b) the dirt band cannot be
cut out in one operation but, if relieved on one side,
may be raked out; (c) the height of the coal warrants
center-cutting which will give a top and bottom bench
to shoot independently and thus avoid shattering the
coal; (d) poor roof conditions may demand that some top
coal be left up to protect the fragile roof; (e) undercutting may not be practical due to impurities, or the
bottom contour may be rough; (f) impurities near the
top .of the seam may demand cutting which will leave
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these impurities untouched when the coal is removed.

In

addition, center- or top-cutting produces cuttings at a
height such that no shoveling is necessary since the cuttings fall to the bottom of their own accord.
The machines for center- or top-cutting differ only
from bottom-cutting machines of the mounted type in the
type of cutter bar.

In one instance the drop-head

cutter bar used in bottom-cutting is replaced by a
straight cutter bar for center- or top-cutting.

Again,

the cutter bar may be of a type which permits inversion,
in one position allowing center-cutting and in the
reversed position permitting top-cutting.

One company

provides a low-seam type and a standard type, each of
which will operate in the same manner but will cut at
different heights; the low-seam machine will cut from
14 to 57 inches above the tops of the rails; the
standard machine will cut from 16 to 96 inches above
the re.il; in each ease the cutter bar can be inverted.
The advantages gained by shearing a coal face have
long been recognized.

Ordinary practice is to make a

shearing cut in the middle of a working place, 8 to 10
feet wide, following an undercut; this permits the top
to be arched over, leaving several inches of coal to
hold the roof.

Also, more lump coal can be obtained

with less shooting, and at the same time the entire
face is loosened so that loading machines can be worked
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more effectively.

Sometimes two shearing cuts are made

in a wide room; when this is done, the center block of
coal usually breaks with almost no shooting, leaving
the side blocks to be brought down with light shots which
do not shatter the coal.

The following results were

obtained in a West KentuckY* mine when shearing of the
coal was practiced:

Without
shear
19%

With
shear
38%

6-inches x 3-inches

30%

18%

3-inches by Ii-inches

17%

15%

Ii-inches and under

34%

29%

Prime lump 6-inch and up

It will be noted that there was considerable increase
in the largest size and a decrease in the smaller sizes.
It was also found that in mines where hard shooting was
practiced and the coal crumbled during transportation,
a change to shearing cuts and light shooting gave coal
which stood transportation quite well and did not crumble.
There are several machines on the market which are
designed solely for shearing the coal, but there is a
greater demand for machines which combine under-, centeror top-cutting with shearing.
type.

A Jeffrey 29-U is of this

The cutter bar is attached to a revolving cutter

head which will permit the machine to be used as a
bottom, center, top or shearing cutter.

Other than this

one change in construction, the machine is basically of the

*
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same construction as the same type of bottom or top
cutter.
This is an "all-purpose" machine which can be used
as a bottom, center, top, or sheering cutter.

In addi-

tion it has a mounted drill for drilling holes in either
the coal or slate (if this is present over the coal).
This is not the only machine on which drills are
mounted; any standard make of mounted cutting machine
can be supplied with a mounted drill.
Coal Saws:
The latest type of machine for the cutting of coal
is known as the coal saw.

Its operation is basically the

same as with other types of cutting machines but the
manner in which the coal is cut is different.
The chain used in cutting consists of many bits set
close together and arranged in much the seme manner as
the teeth of a saw.

The kerf cut by this chain is very

narrow, averaging 2 inches in height.

The operation of

the machine consists of rapidly sawing thin, deep
incisions or slots at the roof and floor lines (overand under-sawing).

These are followed in quick succession

with vertical slots to form solid blocks of coal.
of slate or dirt may be sawed out separately.

Bands

These

blocks are dislodged by a deviee which permits the application of pressures not only sufficient to dislodge the
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solid blocks of coal from the face but also sufficient
to reduce the coal to sizes convenient for loading in
the usual way.
The device used to dislodge the coal is called a
"breaker-pad."

This is simply a fabric-reenforced

rubber bag capable of being inflated with hydraulic
pressure atter insertion in the sawed slots.

The

applied pressure is evenly distributed over the area
of the pad, wi th the result that a fluid pressure of
500 pounds to the square inch will yield a combined
pressure over the total area of 150,000 poubds.

A

force of such magnitude is more than sufficient to
break away the most stubborn mass of coal or rock.
These machines were not successfully used in the
middlewest but are used somewhat in the Eastern fields,
especially West Virginia.
Sights:
Machine men before cutting any place should first
carefully examine the top and face for loose or dangerous
material.

They should next take sights if there are

any for the place, as sight s are furnished for the
express purpose of keeping the mine workings on a projected plan and should be followed with the greatest
care.
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Machine men should run the sights before making a
cut and should. mark ·them

on the roof and fa.ce.

With marks kept regularly on the top, the tracklayers
can keep the track on the center line of the entry with
resultant straighter track and better

~fficiency.

It

is better to carry the sights in the center of the track
than on a rail) and every care should be taken that proper
clearance is kept from the sight line at all times) as
many accidents are caused by lack of clearance.
Cutting Room Necks:
If the room neck is to be turned at 90 degrees from
the entry, the distance from the si ght line to the ri b
lines in making the first cut should be as follows:

(1) on the inside corner the rib line should be three
feet from the sight line to allow for overhanging coal which
might blind if a less distance were carried; (2) if the
neck is to stand for some time before the room is to be
driven, the machine should cut the full dep th of the
cutter bar between the ribs and no cutt ing should be
done to provide clearance for the room switch, (3) if the
room is to be driven at once the machine should cut the
full depth between the ribs of the neck, which is usually
cut about 16 feet wide, and in addition a corner outside
the outside rib should be cut to provide clearance from
the track which is to go into the room.
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The cut for this

corner should start 4 or 5 feet outside the regular
outside rib and angle in at 45 degrees to the rib line.
Care should be taken that entry X cuts do not come
exactly opposite the places where necks will have to
be turned, as this will greatly weaken the top.

Another

reason for not having X cuts directly in front of the
rooms is to avoid the chance of coal flying when the
room neck is shot and break the brattice in the X cut.
In making the second cut in the room neck, the
neck should be widened to 18 feet with a slight grip on
the inside rib with a corresponding cut off on the outside rib.

The third cut should be made in the same

manner) except the outside ri b will be held straight and
the inside rib gripped,and the suceeding cuts continued
in the same manner until the room is brought to the
desired width, which is usually 26 or 28 feet for the
fi rst 100 feet or so.
Sumping Goodman or Sullivan:
In sumping a rope machine the machine is first laid
nearly parallel the face as in the previous illustrations.
The right hand rope is placed on a jack about two feet
from the face in the right hand corner.

The left hand

rope is placed on a jack at the face even with the back
of the machine.

The machine is then sumped on the right

rope and turned as desired by tightening and loosening
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the friction on the left rope.

Figures20 and 21 show

the different positions in sumping and cutting.
sumping a Sullivan iron-clad after

~utting

In

the machine

to the right side of the place and at an angle of about
10 degrees from the face, the chain is brought around
the left shieve, then threaded through the back of the
machine) and placed on a jack about 3 feet from the face
on the right side.

A "kick" jack 1s placed against the

right) front corner of the machine and secured in the rib
or roof to turn the machine as it is sumped.

In

handling the chain while sumping, care should be taken
that the chain does not pile up in the back of the
machine around the feed sprocket) as this will break the
main frame at the back of the machine.
Cutting Straight Ribs:
It is important that the ribs should be straigpt in
order to facilitate the breaking down of til e coal and to
avoid bottle-neck effects in the place,
make

difficult shooting.

-. which

The manner of cutting straight

ribs depends greatly upon the good judgment of the
cutting machine operator.

With the short-wall machine

he starts the end of the cutter bar in at the right-hand
rib,being careful ae the machine is sumped to have the
end of the cutter bar follow a line which is parallel to
the sight line of the place •. The machine should be
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sumped until the cutter bar is in full denth.

At this

time the feed rope should be set up in the left-hand
rib,with the tail rope in the right-hand rib) and the
machine started across the face from the right-hand
rib toward the left-hand rib.
Finishing Cut:
As much care needs to be used in making a straight
rib on the left-hand side as on the

ri~flt-hand

side.

This also depends upon the good jUdgment of the operator.
~~en

the machine is about to finish the cut, the cutter

bar should be leading the machine; that is, the end of
the cutter bar should be slightly farther to the left
of the sight line than the body of the machine itself.
At the time the end of the cutter bar reaches the rib
line the feed-rope jack-pipe should be reset and placed
back on the left-hand rib; then as the machine is withdrawn from the cut, the machine should be controlled
with the tail-rope clutches so that as it is being withdrawn,
it cuts a straight rib line parallel with the line of
sight.
Cutting Correct Bottoms:
Where height permits, and especially in soft fireclay bottoms,bottom coal should be kept at a thickness
of from three to four inches for best results,and this
can be done by following the contours of the coal;
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If bottoms are too thick the height of mineable
coal is decreased or there is a tendency to place top
shots too high.

It also interferes with loading of coal

and cuts down tonnage per place.

Switches that have to

be laid in high or thick bottoms are expensive and track
will consequently be uneven unless all bottoms are removed.

To cut down on the thickness of bottoms, a thin

cap piece should be placed under the machine near the
right, rear sheave wheel during sumping.

This method

will cut thickness of the bottoms gradually, and the
operation of the loading machine will not be greatly
impaired.
Dull bits are frequently the cause of cutting
incorrect bottoms.

When bottom bits are dull,it tends

to make the cutter bar rise causing thick bottoms.
When top bits are dull they tend to make the cutter
bar go down causing very thin bottoms or throwing the
bar into the fire clay.

A good machine operator will

not operate a machine with dull bits.
When bottoms are too thin they break up under the
weight of the loading machine, and the loader gets down
into the fire clay where the operation is greatly delayed
and the tonnage is thereby reduced.

Skids are necessary

and) in many cases} jacks are required to get au t of holes.
If jacks are used the proper handle should be used and a
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solid hold should be had on the machine to avoid accidents due to

sli9~ing

falling rrom jack.

of handle of jack or to machine

Whenever a jack is used, the cutter

chain or the machine should be in operation; however,
the rriction on the feed rope clutch should be released.
This will permit the bar to cut itself clear as it is
being raised; otherwise

8

bent or twisted bar will result.

A jack should never be used when cutter bar is under the
coal and chain is not operating with feed rope friction
relessed.
The machine should never be jacked up higher than
the clearance of the cutter bar in the kerf will permit.
After the machine has been jacked up to the proper point,
skids should be placed under the front end of the machine,
jack removed, and the machine started across the face and
gradually raised by the use of skids and cap pieces or
blocks to produce the proper thickness of bottoms.
Machines which are equipped with long cutter bars require
that skids be placed nearer the front end of the machine
than is the practice with short cutter bar machines.

This

is to overcome the added weight due to the long cutter
bar.

When sumping a place that is in the clay, the

cutter bar can be raised out of it by placing a thin cap
piece under the left front corner of the body of the
machine.

This will bring the cutter bar out of the clay
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gradually and will not leave any ledge which would interfere with the loading operation or the track laying.

One

of the improper practices which produces ledges is that
of placing a chunk of coal or other material under the
cutter bar when starting to sump.

This practice cannot

help but produce a ledge whi ch inte rferes with the
loading machine operation, and this practice should not be
followed.
When bottoms are cut smoothly every operation is
benefited,and efficiency of the unit is at its best.
The cutting machine will be easier to handle, loading
machine will do better work, track will be level and
broken and surface bent rails will be eliminated.
Purpose of Fuse

Q!!.

Machine:

The correct fuse on a machine is a #12 size copper
wire; for a 50-H.P. motor, size #14 should be used.

These

fuse wires carry the maximum safe load for the machine,
and the use of larger fuses is dangerous because they
are likely to permit an overload on the motors and cables.
Purpose of Frictions on Machine:
The purpo se of a fric ti on is to cont ro I the feed of
machine and to protect the machine against an overload.
The friction should be set for ordinary cutting so that
it will slip when an overload hi ts it.
should be well lubricated at all times.
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The fri ction

Cutting machine operators should bear in mind at
all times that the least possible strain and tension on
the tail rope permits the minimum strain on ropes and
machine gearing as well as reduc ing the p ower consumption
and increasing the cutting rate.
Factors in maintaining the tail rope tension at a
minimum are sharp bits and properly-placed ropes and
jack pipes.

A machine operator can tell when his bits

need replacing and this should not be neglected.

As to

the line of pull of the ropes and placing of the jack
pipes, this will be largely governed by the condition of
the face to be cut, the height of the place, overhanging
coal and irregular face cuts.

Jack pipes must be the

correct length for the height of the coal in order to
give the proper slant.

The pipe should be long enough

to offset at the top one-half the height of the coal
from a perpendicular line and the pipe should be inclined in the direction of the rope pull; that is, the
top of the pipe should point in the direction of the sheave
from which the rope attached to the jack pipe pulls.

The

remedy for overhanging coal is to have the place squared
up by proper shooting methods and pick off the interfering
hang-over coal.

In the case of irregular face cuts, the

proper thing is to reset the reed rope jack pipe to give
"the proper clearance for the machine.
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Keeping Rooms and Entries Proper Width:
Entries to be cut everyday for developing territory should be loaded at the beginning of the shift and
cut immediately after.

This gives the track layer and

drillers time to do their work and permits the entries
to be shot daily.
Old places lacking a few cuts should be finished
but no pillars should be pulled until inside places
are finished so that all material can be recovered
previous to a possible squeeze or cave-in.
Room faces should be kept as nearly even as
possible.

This means greater production, better ven-

tilation and gives better control of weight of overlying roof.
Cutter Chains:
Modern American mining machines are equipped with

0+

motors ,\from 20 to 50 horsepower.

Of this output about

75% is consumed by the cutter chain which operates at a
speed of 375 to 575 feet per minute, depending on the
speed of the machine.

The armature is geared directly

to the cutter chain through a bit clutch and acts as a
fly wheel even if the power is instantly shut off when
the cutter chain becomes fouled.
may be

broke~

Thus a cutter chain

when fouled although the load actually

required to break it is many times that which the motor
can actually deliver.

The average new chain will require
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a load of 80,000 pounds to pull it apart/which is 32
times the load a 50-horse-pdwer can deliver.
Coring:
All cutter chain~ regardless of make, will core as
they become wornj

some of the other causes of coring

are improper block arrangement and incorrect gaging of
bits, worn guides, etc.

The bits of a cutter chain tend

to follow the path of least resistance as the chain
blocks are pulled through the strata to be cut.

Bits

subject to the hardest cutting will tend to be deflected
and crowd into softer cutting if play or slack exists.
If the blocks are held from twisting by the guides
and the straps are not worn, the bits cannot twist and
the machine will not core from this cause.

If these

conditions do exist) the bits will tend to follow the
same paths through the coal leaving high ridges or
centers called cores) which will rub against the blocks
causing friction and excessive laboring by the machine.
Coring will also occur in a new cutter chain if the
chain blocks are not set in the correct positions.

Long

top and bottom bits will also cause coring as the increased length of the bit causes it to be turned or bent
sideways allowing the coal to come in contact wi th the
non-cutting edge of the bit.

Long bits will also foul

a cutter chain by catching the underframe pan or chain guards.
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Sometimes a chain will also have the blocks dead .in
one position due to broken bits at that point.

Fig. 22

shows some types of coring due to worn guides and to
lack of center blocks.

I of Fig. 22 shows the correct

position of bits in a seven position chain under cutting
conditions.

2 gives the position of bits when coring

is due to worn guides anct blocks.

In 3 of Fig. 23,

coring is due to the presence of dead blocks in the
middle position and in 4, coring is due to long bits
and incorrect bit setting.
Binding of Cutter

~:

If the 'strata to be cut is of uniform hardness, a
worn chain may allow the bits to crowd to the center of
the kerf, cutting a narrow kerf and allow ing the bar to
bind.

In an effort to maintain a wider kerf wrren this

condition exists, the top and bottom bits are often set
longer.

This is only a makeshift remedy and not ad-

visable as there is only little clearance between frame
and chain, and long bit s may cut the frame or foul the
chain.
Chain Positions:
Incorrect chain positions cause many of the common
mining machine troubles such as high power consumption,
short chain life, breakdowns due to overloads, etc., and
is a subject that should be given careful consideration.
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The first point to consider in developing a chain
position is to determine if any part of the coal face
~

that will be commonly cut in the kerf will have a
consistently harder streak than the balance of the
face.
The efficiency of any chain depends on how well
the chain positions have been fitted to the nature of
the coal to be cut.

Chain posi tions consist ot single-

and double-wave and wedge arrangements of the bits with
the numbers of bits in each

~ositiondetennined by

ope rati ng ne eds.
Fig. 23 shows different types of wedge and wave
arrangements all of
in 7 P ositions.

the patterns shown being set

Fig. 24 shows wedge and wave chains

set in 7, 9,10, 11, 12 positions in wedge arrangements.
Most authorities agree that the wedge arrangement is
the best balanced,as in the wave arrangement the chain
is more apt to be pushed aside by solid strata.
Chain Adjustment:
Chains should never be run too loose or too tight,
and as a chain wears it will"be necessary to occasionally
adjust .it.

If a chain is allowed to operate too loosely

. it has a tendency

to

swing away from the back sprocket

andf"oul in the right-hend guide.

This will cause

excessive wear and will cause cutting of the base and
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sometimes will cause the chain to lodge in the guides
by the doubling of a block.

When this happens, it will

cause the spreading of the top and bottom bars,and often
requires the dismantling of the machine.
Whenever a broken chain is repaired. the parts used
should be of those having somewhat nearly the same
amount of service, as a new block, on a worn chain may
result in a broken sprocket, due to the difference in
pi tch.

Similarly, when a new chain is installed, a new

sprocket should be installed also.
Lubrication:
Any good black oil is suitable for chain lubrication
unless the machine is being used to cut clay or other
abrasi ve material.

In this case a freely flowing light

oil should be used as it will clean as well as lubricate
the parts.

In lUbricating a chain, the oil should be

applied just after undercutting as the chain is hot and
will allow the oil to flow to all points quickly.
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Chapter VIII
Drilling and Shooting
Coal Prepare.ti on:
In order to obtain a good Q.uali ty of coal.that is
easy to load, it is necessary that no step contributing
toward coal

'p~Teparetion

be neglected.

'l'he easier it

can be made -possible for the coal to be broken d.own,
the roore efficiency can be obtained by securing better
Q.ualit y and easy loading wi th less digging, resulting
in fewer delays and less cost of operation and maintenance.
When any part of the preparation is neglected, each
succeeding step becomes more difficult, efficiency decreases, work becomes harder, cost and maintenance increase,
the Q.uality and Q.uantity of the coal produced is reduced,
and every operation of the unit is affected.

This is as

true of the operation of drilling as of tracIc and other
operations.

If a place is not drilled and shot properly,

it will load out hard, with lost time and machine breaddowns resulting.

The loading machine crew wi 11 not be

able to square the place up properl y, which wi 11 bring
difficulties and dangers to the cutting machine crew.

If

not s quar ed up prop erly, the place will also be more difficult and dangerous for the drilling crew to drill after
it is cut.
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The usual tendency in shooting is to overcome all
obstacles and shortcomings by overshooting, quality being
sacrificed to obtain better loading results through the
increased use of powder.

This result can best be min-

imized by a careful study of the nature of the coal to
be shot and a system of shooting devised to meet the
condition together with the encouragement of the drillers
to study the effects of their work.
One of the biggest handicaps a driller works under in
a present-day system is that he never gets to see the coal
loaded out that he shoots.

Due to this, unless he

receives some encouragement and council from some source,
his job becomes merely one of drilling and tamping of
so many holes in a coal face per day without the use of
any of that skill which the average miner has in properly
jUdging holes and powder.
Due to the above factors, the proper preparation for
shooting consists of the following steps.
(1) Squaring and Skinning up places
The first step after a place is loaded out to get it
ready for the next fall is to see that

'it

is properly

squared up and skinned up '" so that there is nothing in the
way to prevent the place from being properly cut.

Over-

hanging faces should not be tolerated or allowed." More
machine men and drillers have been hurt and killed due to
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overhaneing face coal than there have been due to falls
of slate.

If a fa ce has a bad overhand that cannot be

brought down by the loadirw machine drew without too much
lost time, it should be shot down, or a timber man should
be placed there to securo it by stulls while and after
the TIoch ine crew is ell t ti Il€ the place.
Undercut tin€,: :
One of thenost important things in the proper sheoting of a place is the manne r in which it is undercu t.
Places kept uniformly on sights; cut with straight ribs,
square faces, and level uniform bottoms; and cut to a
uniform full depth, with the machine dust kept well shovel.ed back, will result in a much better-shot place with
easier loading and better coal •. One of the COIlL.'1.on mistakes
in cutting occurs when both ribs have been gripped, which
results in ti€,ht coal and excessivesl ack.
Drilling:
Drillers in going to a place should block the switch
or provide some means that would keep cars from running
in anthem.

They should not work in the same place as a

cutting machine and should carefully examine top and face
before starting work to see that all props necessary to
cut the place are properly set.
A driller should not wear cot ton-faced gloves or any
'95}

loose clothing that might, get caught in the drill.

All

electric drills should be equipped with a safety fuse and
a spring switch that would shut the drill off when the
drillers he nd was removed from the swl tch.

A fuseplug

should also be provided at a point close to the drill.

A

good drill is equipped with a friction for hard drilling,
and this will save bending thread bars if used.

A bent

thread bar should never be used) as it may shake the post
out and injure someone.

Drill post holes and holes in the

face should be deeply stamped) and drillers should be
provided with safety goggles to wear while stampling these
hole"s.

A drill block should be provided

of the post to set on.

tID]]

the bottom

Some experienced drillers think

ita bad pra ctise to ever set a po st with the top against
8

bar, al though there are some tops it would be almost

impossible to set a post against if this were not done.
Where the drill has to be set against timber it is better
to put it on a piece of cribbing than

·on"

a collar bar.

It is a debatable point whether a man should bug a place
while a drill is running at the face, although no accidents
are known to have happened from this where it is practised.
If it is done, the man bugging should always keep on his
feet.
Number of Holes to Drill
Owing to the wide variance of conditions as to height
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and the different nature of coal seams, it is imJ.1ossible to
set any standard as to how the holes, or how many, should
be dri lIed, although the tons of coal produced per hole
wi 11 be about t he same at di f ferent mines.

In machine-

room work, black powder will give about 11 to 12 tons per
hole, perm is si ble ]powder 8 to' $ ,'Cardox shells 5 to 6, and
Airdox shells 4 to 5 tons.

These figures are approximate,

but will run somewhat close in any shooting operation
\"lhere the coal -runs from 5 to 9 feet, and in rooms 24 feet
or wider.
A few general

ru~es

will fit all machine shooting.

Rib holes should always be drilled parallel with the sights,
and not gripped with the machine cut.

Holes at the back

should not be dri lIed within 8 inches of the back of the
cut and not much shorter than this, or an overhand will
result.

Holes should be ke'pt 18 inches from the rib on

powder shots and 2-} to 3 feet on Airdox or Cardox shooging.
The distance apart top holes should be spaced can be determined by the bumps left on the face, overhangs between
shots indica ting holes placed too far apart.
If snubbers are shot it is well t a drill them fairly
low, leaving the balance of the faces for the top shots.
Snubbers should be pitched down a little at the back, but
not too much, as they may blowout at the back
in the front.

am

not work

Wherever po ssible, all shot s sIn uld be
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lifted a little toward the center of the nlace
but no
.
~

shot should be drilled lifting into a rib.

Snubbers should.

never be drilled level with each other in the same seam

~

for if this is done they may set the coal down in a slab.
If a center snubber is shot it should be lower than the
rib snubbers.

All dust should be removed from the cut to

leave plenty of space for the shot to expand.

Shearing

of coal helps materially ·in increasing lump values due
to this action.

In shooting coal too t is apt to set down

after cutting, it is a good idea to drive a good tight
sprag or tie under the center of the cut after the machine
has passed that point'.

In pillar work the sprags should

always be set ab out every 10 feet) as .the first shot fired
may set the whole face down.
Vlhere there is a smooth parting close to the top, holes
should be drilled at different elevations to prevent the
shots from following the smooth parting and spoiling the
other shots.

When coal is inclined to be seamy it is

important to pitch the holes and cross the seams to keep
from setting the coal

do~~.

The more holes that are drilled

with a smaller charge of powder in each hole, the better
the grade of coal that will be nroduced.
Tight Coal
The contributing causes of tight coal

~re

places off

sights, improper cutting, more than one shot going at a time,
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not shooting in proper order, leaving dust under cut,
bottom coal falling before shooting, tight holes, gripping
cuts and damp powder.

Any of these or a combination of

them will produce coal difficult to load end of poor
quality.

The cutting of rounders should be

discourage~

and where it is necessary to grip a cut to widen a
place+. an extra hole should be drilled.

Machine crews

should use exceptional pains to cut straight ribs and
should always cut out the heel when finishing the cut.

5241~
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Chapter IX
Loading Machine Operation

In the previous chapters the steps In the proper
preparation of a loading face

ha~ebeen

these preparatory steps have been

covered.

observe~

If

the loading of

coal and manipulation of the loading machine, regardless
of type,· is a simple operation.

In the following para-

graphs the four types of loading machines in common use
in the central field are described.

These machines vary

widely as to build yet the principles of manipulation are
virtually the same and any differences of manipulation are
given.
Joy Loader:
Is a self-propelled unit equipped with caterpillar
type of traction to provide for tramming of the machine
between working places over track and for unrestricted
movement about the producing face.

The distinctive .

feature of the machine is the patented gathering head
devic~,

carrying

power~ul

rotating arms which sweep the

coal into conveyors for delivery to the mine car.

This

gathering head is hinged to the chassis and is supported

.

by a hydraulic jack which provides for vertical adjustment
to follow irregular undulations of the mine floor.
Horizontal movement of the gathering head depends upon
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shifting of the entire machine by movement of the caterpillar treads.

One model has two conveyors; the gathering

conveyor starts at the gathering head and dumps coal into
a hopper located in the mid-section of the machine) and
a second or loading conveyor carries the coal from this
hopper to the waiting car.

This loading conveyor can be

swung 90 degrees to right or left of the track and can
be adjusted vertically by hydraulic jacks.

Later models

of this loader use a continous flexible conveyor from
the gathering head to the tip of the loading boom; this
type of conveyor can be swung 45 degrees to right or left
of the track and can be adjusted vertically also.

Machines

can be built for high or low coal operation and can be
equipped with open-type or permlsstble motors and control.
The controls are so arranged that one man can operate the
unit; the machine can be fed forward or reversed at the will
of the operator.

These machines have a guaranteed loading

rate of 2 to 4 tons per minute (depending on the type),
provided loading conditions are suitable for the use of
this type of loader.
The Jeffrey Loader;
Is a track-type loader.

It is comprised of two units;

the front unit consists of a conveyor working on the
principle of the cutting machine chain (in that it works
around a conveyor head, gathers
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the coal by means of

extended arms on the chain, and conveys .. it to a hopper
in the machin~; the rear unit is the discharge conveyor
which carries the coal to the car underneath the loading
boom.

The machine does not leave the track while loading

but the front unit can be swung 90 degrees to either side
of the track so that coal (which is 20 feet from the
center line of the trac~may be loaded; the unit is swung
by means of

ja~ks,

ropes, and power drums, two drums being

provided to swing the conveyor to the left or the right
(similar to the tope and drum action of cutting machines).
The rear or discharge conveyor can be swung 45 degrees
right or left of the track center line, and can be adjusted
vertically by a hand-operated ratchet.
A later development of the Jeffrey loader, the

L40~

does away with both the front truck and the use of ropes,
hydraulic jacks having been substituted in their place,
but as yet this type has not been used to any extent.
The Goodman Loader:
The Goodman loader is a track-mounted machine of
which the distinctive feature of the loader is its loading
head.

Mounted on this head are two stationary gathering

chain guides around which the gathering chains with
...

attached bits rotate; these chains travel in opposite
directions so that coal is drawn onto the gathering conveyor which carries it to a hopner from where the loading
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driving rods for moving the shovel forward and backward.
The shovel has side pieces} and another set of driving rods
for tilting the shovel is connected to ears on these side
pieces.

The two sets of driving rods are synchronized in

their movement so that the lip of the shovel travels in
an orbit while the rear end travels in a plane inclined
to the horizontal.

The shovel is forced forward parallel

with the floor to enter the coal.

Then the lifting rods,

which are set in advance of the reciprocating rods, 11ft
the front end of the shovel so that the material slides backward and on to a receiving plate which is below the shovel
and between the guides.

The reciprocating and lifting

rods, working in unison, move the entire shovel backward
over this plate and the coal is thus moved backward on
to the conveyor.

The action is continuous and automatic;

the shovel makes approximately 40 strokes per minute and,
since it carries approximately 300 to 400 pounds of coal
a stroke, the capacity in loose coal is very large.

In

timed tests the machine has shown a capacity of six tons
per minute but its guaranteed average in underground operation is 2 tons per minute.
The shovel can be adjusted vertically to shovel from
10 inches below to a few inches above the track.

Adjustment

of the shovel to the right or left of the track is effected
by hydraulic power, as is all power movement
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except

tramming which is mechanically operated.
not need to be reciprocated

~ile

The machine does

loading except to bring

the shovel in proper position to the material to handle
it.

The shovel action is entirely automatic.

This loader

is widely used not only for loading coal but also for
loading of rock or slate.
While the above machines are widely different as to
build, the following material has been prepared to cover
the general manipulation of each with adaptions made for
the particular features of each machine.
Prepare tion of Places:
All places prepared for loading machines must be
driven on sights not to exceed 26 to 30 feet in width,
unless a long-face method of extraction is being used,
and X cuts driven at proper intervals in order that the
faces may be properly ventilated, thereby eliminating any
accumulations of gas.

Where track-mounted machines are

used, curves or switches are needed in all X cuts and in
all types of machines, the face should be stopped after it
has passed three cuts past the point the X cut is to be
made until the X cut is put through.
All places should be properly and SUfficiently
timbered by a systematic system with props kept within
12 feet of the face, with not less than four safety props
sawed in proper length with ,cap' pieces to fit cut and
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ready for use in each place.

All loose top end rib coal

should be taken down and preparation made for the mBchine
to make its first set before it moves into the place.
Track should be laid within the proper distance from
the face, varying from 12 feet for cat-mounted machines
to 5 feet for track-mounted machines.
If bad or heavy top is encountered, the place I should
be narrowed down to 16 feet or less until the difficulty
is passed.

If the top is judged· loose and cannot be

made secure by other means, the place should beX barred
with flat or round bars before the machine enters the
place.
An ample supply of cap pieces and props should be
kept in the places at all times and also a supply of
rails and ties

kept near the face

in ·each

room.

A close

watch should be kept on this material that it is not
covered up by loose slack and lost.
Avoiding long moves:
Long moves can best be avoided by preparing places in
rotation and by a planned track system.

On a panel) when

the entries are being developed for more

territor~

the

entries should be loaded out daily at the start of the
shift and the places prepared closest to the face for
loading.

Care should be taken that all material is on
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the job when switches are to be laid, and that bad top
places a re made safe in time that they can be loaded out
in regular order.

If a place has fallen behind due to

some reason it should be immediately picked up by a
switch from an adjoining room in order that it be brought
up even and not left.
Moving:
After a loading machine crew has loaded all but one
or two cars of a fall, the loading machine helper should
notify the motor man or trip rider where the next move
is to be made so that the motorman will have an
opportunity to clear the right of way for the move into
the next place.

In making a move the shortest available

route should be followed and with Joy machines, it is
sometimes practical to follow X cuts across the face
instead of traveling on the track back to the switch.

In

moving, all necessary tools, blocks, short rails, etc.,
should be loaded on the rear conveyor and not on the
loading head.

Clutches or gathering arms should be

secured with safety chains and, in moving)where a
machine is not equipped with a reel) the helper should
walk behind the loading machine coiling the cable on the
head as the machine moves out.

When it is necessary to

hot hook, the helper should walk behind the machine and
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never in front.

IVhen hooking up a cable, the [round wire

should be securely fastened before the hot hook is placed
on the trolley wire.

In goiT1€" to the face, the cable

shoulc.. run over the conveyor and be l' eO. of l' of the rear
of the machine and .placed in the clear of the track by
the helper.
Cross Cut s:
When a loading me.chine foes into a room havine a
X cut to the right, the operator should take a cut up
through the center of the room :to the face.

The machine

should then be shifted back to the X cut and a safety
prop set toward the face,

but clear of the track, as a

cat-mount ed machine is doing the loading.

This is done

in order that slide rails can be P1U.t on two or more cars
loaded at a time wh i Ie t he machine is in the X cut.

All

the coal that can be reached should now be loaded out
of the X cut, and if po ssible any coal that cannot be
loaded should be piled at the face during car changes.
After being skinned up, props should then be set in the
X cut and the face skinned up, the loading nachine
traveling from right to left across the face.

If the X

cut is to the left of the place, the face should first
be cleaned up and safety props set before the X cut to
the left is loaded.
{I08}

Manipulation of Joy Loading Machine:

(1)

First Coal to be Loaded.
In a normal place, when the onerator moves in, he

lowers the loading head onto the bottom and loads through
the center of the fall of coal to the face.

If the coal

is properly shot, by breaking through the center the coal
will be loaded out much earlier and in the minimum length
of time.
(2)

The second set of the machine should be made with the

machine at an angle of about 45 0 to the right rib when
it starts loading.

The right loading arm should follow

the right rib as the machine loads and travels toward
the face.
Coal will be left between the first and'second sets
and the machine takes this coal on its third set.

The

fourth set is again along the right rib)which cleans up
this side of the room.
The left side of the place is loaded in a similar
manner.
If" the face of a room and cross cut are shot down
-

and the face has bad top, the face should be stopped
and the cross cut driven through to the next place.
the cross cut is cleaned up and properly timbered the
face of" the room may be safely loaded by putting the
riecessary bars at the face.
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When

(3) Making Shifts of Machine during Car Changes.

Shifting of the machine should be made during the
intervals of the car changes unless the undermining of
a shot necessitates shifting at another time.
Where the operator is

o~erating

a 5-BU there are

times when he has a small pile of coal back on the rib,
in the corner, or at the face.

He should load up that

coal in the hopper and back conveyor, and then shift his
machine in position during car change, so that he can
load car without loss of loading time.
(4)

Handling of Slide Rails.
When place is cleaned up, the helper must see that

Joy slide rails are loaded up on machine before moving,
and shall during loading operation have rails at face so
that when necessary he'can put them down during car
change.

He shall at no time place slides down while

machine is loading coal.
(5)

Avoiding Delays
At every place where it is necessary for the loading

machine cable to cross track) provision must be made so that.
the cable is kept from interfering with. men who must pass
along the track.

The return hook on loader cable must be

securely

to a bond at all times while loader

atta~hed

is operating.

The swing motor should put empty cars at

nearest point where machine is loading coal.
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There should

be no close ribs on the entries, on turns going into
rooms, or inside 45's.

The loader should move out of

----

tight pIeces, caused either by improper drilling or
faulty coal, thereby avoiding delay in loading time and
reducing wear and tear on machine.
All material, props, rails, and ties that are
scattered over a section shall be transferred near
face of rooms, and also sand boxes must be supplied with
sand at all times.

Car changes must be kept close to

face in order to increase loading time.
All loaded and empty cars should be confined to
nearby places.

Rapid exchange of cars is essential in

order to cut down the waiting time of the loading machine.
Lump and the larger sizes of coal are in demandJbut
lumps of such size that they stop up coal

chutes after

the car is dumped cause delay to the whole operation and
they also require dangerous work on the part of men who
must remove them.
(6)

Time Machine Actually Loads.
The loading time determined chiefly by time study

on the different loading machines in the past years is
approximately 3 hours or 40% during the shift.

Of

course there are times when loading time increases due
to having close car changes, and as the car change gets
longer, the loading time decreases, so a close car
change is very important at all times.
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Tight coal is another factor which reduces actual
loading time, so the supervisor must keep a close watch
on his coal to see that it is prepared properly.
The capacity loading rate of the larger loading
machines is guaranteed four tons per minute, which
means a tonnage production of 1680 tons per 7 hrs.
continuous loading rate; so taking into consideration
car changes, shifting and moving time, the machines
actual loading time is hardly 1/3 of the continuous
loading rate.

To load a tonnage of 504 tons per 7-hour

shift the machine must load at the rate of 72 tons per
hour, of whiG-h' the equivalent. in

mins~.

would be at the

rate of 1.2 tons per minute.
The 5-BU Joy loader/to

~roduce

a tonnage of 300

tons per 7-hour shift) must load at the rate of 43 tons
per hour or .72 tons per minute.
(7)

Time Moving.
The moving time averages about 12%.

To minimize

time lost in moving one must perfect an organization
whereby all men will know the plan of work in advance.
Following a definite plan eventually becomes second
nature with men.

Careless planning of work not only

means time lost in moving, but time lost throughout the
department.

Keeping places ready in proper order re-

duces time lost in moving.
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Time Shifting.
Valuable time may be saved by shifting the machine

while the motor is changing cars.

Uniform bottoms aid

materiallyl~the ease with whi ch the machine may properly
be shifted.

The shifting time is about 10% and the

changing of cars 33%, making a total of 95%, leaving a
balance of 5% for necessary and unnecessary delays.
So in order to get the best possible results during
the short period of leading time, switches for quick
car change should be laid when due; the coal should
be prepared in the proper manner for quick loading.
This does not mean a sacrifice of lump or the "large sizes
of coal.

When a loading crew goes into places that are

prepered properly, they have a tendency to pep up.
After all, harmony is one of the main factors in be ing
successful.

A supervisor should at all times treat his

men as he would like to be treated himself.

He should

show them that he has confidence in them by getting their
views on the different conditions that confront them.

DUTIES OF THE HELPER
On entering a place to load, it is the duty of both
\

the operator and helper to examine the place for safety.
While the operator is examining the top at the face, the
helper should examine the props near the face to determine
if there is excessive weight on t,he same.
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The tools are

then unloaded.

It is the duty of the helper to handle

the slide rails and to see that 'the cable is kept out
of the way of workmen and does not get in a place Where
it may be run over and damaged.

Another duty of the

helper with Joy loaders is to see that there are plenty
of blocks at all times and to place the blocks under the
caterpillar chains and assist in shifting the machine
from one set up to another and to help break up excessively
large chunks of coal.

On a two-motor operation he

supervises the loading of the cars and sees that each
car is loaded to full capacity.

On a one-motor operation

the trip rider supervises the spotting of the cars and
sees that the cars are loaded to full

capacity~

On a

one-motor operation the trip rider supervises the spotting
of the cars and sees that the cars are loaded to full
capacity.
DUTIES OF TH'E

TIMB~R

MAN

It should be the duty of the timber man to go into
every place that is prepared for the loading machine,
and take down all loose top and rib coal, and to timber
all places properly, to saw four or more safety props
of the proper length in each place and furnish caps
for same, to saw blocks for loading machine when needed,
and to timer for cutting machine and drill when called
upon to do so, and to report all unsafe places to his foreman.
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On completion of first set made in any working
place, and immediately on the withdrawal of the machine
from the face, one safety prop must be set where the
set has been made.

The right side of the face is to

be loaded next and on completion of same, two safety
props should be set on the right side.

Quite often the

machine can make its shifts to the left side without
removing the safety prop in the center.

Of course,

the final cleaning up of the place will necessitate the
removing of the center prop.
~URPOSE

OF CIRCUIT BREAKER AND FRICTION ON JOY LOADERS

The circuit breaker is put on loading machine to
protect it from over-load.

It-should be so adjusted that

if the operator opens his controller too fast it will
trip the breaker, thus preventing the drawing of excessive
current from the line.

The operator should allow 8

couple of seconds to elapse between points of controller,
rather than throwing the controller in wide-open position
at once.
The machine may at any time be fed into solid coal
in the ribs or face, therefore machine is protected
with 8 friction clutch.
The clutch that concerns the operator most is the
front or loading clutch by which the c081is gathered in
conveyors.

It is important that this clutch be not too
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tight and equally as important that it may not be too
loose.

A clutch that is adjusted too tight does not

properly protect the machine and serious breakdowns may
occur, while clutches that are too loose slip excessively
creating heat and if allowed to continue in operation,
slipping in loose coal will increase the wearing of the
clutch plates causing it to become loose.

If in the

supervisor's or operator's jUdgment the clutch is too
loose, the repair man should be called immediately to
pass his jUdgment on it.

In case that the operator and

repair man can not agree on whether the clutch should
or should not be tightened then the Chief Electrician
should be notified, and he or same one designated by
him shall test the clutch with an ammeter.

Most generally

the clutch is tightened on night shift.

WHEN TO USE SLOW AND HIGH SPEED
The loading machine should be operated in slow
speed when loading at the face, when rerailing the machine
should it go off the track, and in passing any close ribs
or props.
High speed should be used When enroute from one loading
place to another except as noted above.

REPAIRS
How to make delay for repairs as short as possible:
If the loading machine is broken down the motorman should
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go for the repair man.

If the repair man is not at the

repair station, a record should be on a board there
telling where he may be found.

In the meant ime the

loading crew get all the tools, repairs, ties and blocking
which may be needed for the job so that the repair man
can start with the least amount of delay.

The operator

and helper can usually give considerable help in making
repairs.

IRREGULAR OPERATION
Irregular operation is caused by numerous conditions
such as bad top, places going on a pitch, places going
to the dip, places not properly shot, bad track, and
occasionally a serious breakdown.
One of the main factors in keeping steady production
is the preparation of the coal, another is good track.

If

on a panel, where roof conditions are bad, and there are
as many bad places as there are good ones, the crew
should try and load part of the sh ift in th e bad place
and th e balanc e in the goo d places.

There is one thing

certain, if all places are prepared in proper order, the
loading crew will get the production.

Team work, loyalty,

good will, and interest among workers will add greatly
to efficiency by reducing waste, mistakes, imperfect work,
friction, jealousy and other causes of bad workmanship and
delay.
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BREAKING UP EXCESSIVELY LARGE CHUNKS

When an excessively large chunk is encountered, make
a reset and break the chunk while the machine loads elsewhere.
AVOID SPILLAGE .AND LEAVING COAL ALONG TRACK AND RIBS

The spillage of coal along track is due mostly to
the loading of the cars beyond their full capacity and
is also caused by cutting
II-BUts are in operation.
cut should be on a 45

o

cross~cuts

square off where

The first fall in a cross

angle.

The rear conveyor on an

Il-BU turns to a 45 ,degree only.

The 5-BU has the ad-

vantage over the Il-BU in this case because the rear
conveyor turns on a gOO angle.

So if a cross-cut is

undermined square off, the Il-BU can not possibly clean
out the cross-cut without throwing one or more cars
across the track in order to get in far enough so the t
the conveyor will be over the car.

Due to thisJ all

cross-euts cut the first time on a 45° angle.
f,.v,)IDING ACCIDENTS DUE TO LO;'.DING MACHINE OPERATION

Every man in the loading crew should adhere strictly
to the safety rules and to the instructions gi venhim.
by the supervisor in order to prevent accidents.

In

addition to the examination of each working place by the
timber man the face boss should examine the place just
prior to the entering of the loading crew, also insist
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that the crew themselves examine the top at the face
and at lea st four or fi ve props back for exces si ve weight.
LDBRICATIONOF 1ffiCHlNES
Lubrication of machines is an

i~ortant

factor.

While the cos t of the lubric ant itself may be only a
fraction of the cost of maintenance required, the
lubricant cost can become a vital factor of the cost of
maintenanc e and operation.
The opinion is freely expressed that it is better
to have too much oil or grease put into the machine
than too Ii ttle.

While it is true that with too Ii ttle

oil and grease, much trouble will be encountered, it
is equally true that when too much is used, it will not
only increase the lubrication cost of the machine,
but may also damage it.

If too much oil is put into

the cases of an Il-BD type lQader, it will be carried
into the motor and oil sook the motor windings, which
will in a sho,rt time cause the motor to fail.

Too

much grease put into the case,s of a 5-BU type- loader
will cause undue heating of the units, as well as increase
in the lubrication eost.
This makes the lubrication of the machine a problem
of close inspection by the repair man in cmrge of the work
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and he must know hi s nachines, where the oil and grease
levels should be maint aine d, and w here the rm chine leaks,
because it has been found that when these machines are
new or recently overhauled, some parts of them need
very Ii ttle lubrication, but as time goes on and the
oil seals wear the ereas'e is lost, am more must be
used.

Manufacturers put out lubrication charts of how

much grease or oil to use here and there, and how often
to replenish it.

While this may be entirely true on

a new mohine, it may be qui te wrone after the machine
has o:erated for some time and the seals become 'Worn.
There fore, each machine is an individual problem of
lubric ation for the repai r man, rather than a probl em
for the foreman to tell how much lubricant to use,
and when, because the foreman cannot see each machine
each shift.

However, the foreman can have his repair

men report t a him on suit able forms the anDunt of
lubric an t used on each machine each shift and then check
these reported aIlDunts against each barrel delivered on
the repair nan's section.

For e:xample, if the repair man

has four machines on his section and his reports show that
they us e an average of

It

gallons per machine, the fore-

man keeps a record when he sends a barrel to that section.

He will know that the repair man should get

approximately 40 m.achin.e shifts per barrel.
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If the

repair man reports a machine using 3 or 4 gallons of oil
or grease per shift, the foreman should talk to the
repair man and go to see the machine to ascertain whether
or not the machine is leaking or

if too much is being

put in and some wasted.
Fifty percent of the maintenance labor cost charged
to machines may be correctly charged to proper lubrication
and while this may seem unduly high for oiling and greasing
it must be considered that the job of putting the grease
or oil in the machine is a small part of the time required
in the complete and proper servicing of the machines.
G~uges

must be removed;

ma~hines

should be leveled so

tha t the ga.tlge readings will be correct.
and nuts must be kept tight.

Bol ts, screws

Hoses, pipes, connections,

etc., should be checked for leaks.

All of this will

require much more time than just the job of pouring in
some oil or grease.
Many types of greasing machines are now in use at
different mines for the lubrication of these machines
and many kinds of oils and greases may be used, but
regardless of what is used, the amount and frequency
should always be in the hands of the men doing the
work.

This means but one thi ng.

When In9.ny men are

engaged in this work, some system of reports and close
checking 1s necessary.

Many improvements can be made
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upon the machines which will help to cut lubrication
costs.

These improvements can be made gradually.
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